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Abstract

Digital Rights ~1anagcment. is a general term givcn to technology which 5ervcs to restrict
access to content. This paper explains what Digital Rights :"-.1anagcmcnt is and what its
purpose is. Prior art containing DRM policics will be analyzed to show why the reader
should be aware of DRM , how DRYl has been accepted by the market, and its potential
ramifications. The paper concludes with suggestions about the future of DlliV1 policics.
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Executive Summary

Infonnatioll has flowl.'d freely from alIlong people. As soon as a practical method to store
audio and video information was invented, people started to try to duplicate audio and
video informatioll. While tcchnological advances made audio and video recordings easier to
make and more practical to play, pirates, people who make use of or reproduce the work
of another without authorization, had to deal with issues that hindered piracy, such as a
physical distribution network, inherent ill analog recording, and cost.

111 the last 25 years, significant technological advances have made it far easier to copy me
dia and distribute it. First, the usc of digital media instead of analog allowed for 'bit-perfect'
copies, or copies identical to the original, to be made. Next, advances iu home computing
power gave the average person enough computing power to perform audio and video com
pression in realtime. Additionally, advances in data !oI'torage technology for home and mobile
applications made storing several hundred or thousand media files practical. Lastly, the ad
vent of broadband Internet COIllH..'Ctions and peer-ta-peer software allowed anyone to tradc
media with case.

As content producers realized the relative ease with which content could he pirated,
restrictions staxted to emerge to counter common methods of piracy. Digital Rights Manage
ment (DR.M) is the general name given to any policy which determincs how content can be
accessed, copied, and distributed. DRM is a series of electronic locks for digital data. (music,
vidco, data). A lock and key can be thought of as an accurate analogy for DR.\1. DRM is the
lock protecting what is behind thc door, and those who possess a key cau access the content.

This paper addresses the following questions regarding DRM:

1. What i, DRM?

2. Why hu..<.; DRM become prevalent, and what is its purposc'!

3. What is tIle corporate view on the purpose of DRM?

4. What is the effect of DRM on society and the end user experience?

5. What effect docs DRM have on piracy, and is it a viable anti~piracy measure for future
contellt distrilnltion?

6. How has the market reacted to the introduction of DfuVI enabled devices?

7. Is there a successful business model for distributing copywritten Ilmterial where

• Artists arc fairly compensated?

• Users have the freedom to do as they wish with purchased matcrial?

Digital Rights lvlanagemellt staxted as a mcans for content producers, owners, and dis
trihutors to protect their Intellectual Property (IP). According to Microsoft Corporation,
DRM is
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Any technology usco to protect the interests of owners of content and ser
vicc~ (such as copyright owners). Typically, authorized recipients or u~crs must
acquire a license ill order to consume the protected material - files, music, movies
- according to the rights or business rules set by the content owner [12].

DRM is more of a policy choice than a technology, where the policy being set is rules
governing the use of the content. These rules are set by the owner, distributor, or whoever
is in charge. Additionally, DRM can be changed at any moment, assuming the device is able
to communicate with the central server. If the device is able to connect to a central server,
the policy could change at any moment for any reason.

Media corporations have identified piracy a..<; a problem and have determined DRM is a
solution to that problem. ORM enabled products arc llsed to help the Recording IHclustry
Association of America (RIAA) reduce an estimated $4.2 Billion dollar loss of revenue to
piracy cadI year [47]' as well a.s enforce access controls set forth hy the IUAA, the Motion
Picture Association of America (MPAA), software companies, and anyone else who produces
and Jistribl1tes content.

Currently there are many consumer electronics which have SOlIle type of OHM built-in.
For example, Digit.al Television (DTV) has the broadcast flag, or data which specifics the
devices which call display content and states rules on recording the digital television stream.
Other examples are any music or video product purchased from Apple's iTunes Store, Digital
Versatile Discs (DVDs), software activation, and Trusted Computing (TC).

The restrictions in DRM can have an effect on the end user experience, as well a..<; have
social and ethical consequences. While DRM reduces piracy, it can also reduce legitimate
access to content. DRM restrictions can potentially be changed at will by corporations, and
,tbllSe, sl1ch as surreptitiollsly changing content access rules, may be difficult to control "1S

there is no group which monitors DRM TIlles. Additionally, the impact of license restrictiollS
aud laws passed relating to DRM make it difficult to pirate content and to use content
legitimately, leading to various responses from consurners <:l.ud consunwr advocacy @,TOUpS. In
addition, two famous psychological experiments arc mentioned to help aid in understanding
the pot.ential social and ethical ramifications of harsh policies and changing rules.

Prom the response to current DRM enabled technologies, DRM may not seem an I1p'"

propriate rC!:iponsc to reduce piracy. Additionally, conSUlller advocacy groups, such as the
Electronic Frontier Foundation, argue that DRM actually incl'e<}.Scs piracy as consumers
want access to content without restrictions and are willing to challenge laws passed in fa
vor of DRM. Additionally, several DRM-enablcd consumer products whose restrictions have
been defeated are described ill detail, such as the breaking of the COlltellt Scrambling System
(CSS) on DVDs, defea.ting software activation, and workarollllds to remove Apple's Fairplay
DRM from iTll11CS Store purchases.

Several hllsilleSS lllodeis exists with ORM, and their success is varied. The fifth chapter
explains in detail the success of models such as the iTunes Store and Video Oil Demand. In
addition, l,he explanatiolls give lessons learned regarding DRM enahled content.

This paper then summarizes the findings and tries to determine if current, content distri
bution methods are fair. Usiug the lessoHs learned from prior ORM enabled products and
conSllllWr sentiment, a determination is made as to whether DRM will doomed to failure.

The paper concludes with one possible view of DRM in the year 2050, as well as a future
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method for content distribution. The future content distribution method will be controlled
by the artisl;s, conSUIners, and content distributors, with a series of checks and balances to
ensure one group does not have too much power. Content would be purchased using an
llltenwt store and distributed with a protocol similar to the BitTorrent protocol.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the invention of the printing press information flowed freely from persoll to perSOlL
Snch was the ca.<.;e for hundreds of years, a~ information in varions forms, such as hooks,
diagranls, and paintings passed from people to people. People were free to make copies of
information as long as they had Lhe physical tools required alld desire to produce it toJ>Y.

As soon as a practical method to store audio and video information was invented, people
started to duplicate the content. IniLially, audio and video duplicatioll was difficult, a.". costly
special equipment was needed to work the physical media for audio and to copy the film for
video.

In the last one hundred years, significant technological advances in recording made record
ing and copying more popular. For example, 8-track media was a significant t.echnological
leap from the phonograph, allowing nlUsic to be more portable, as well as easier to produce
and, thus it became popular. Further improvements in technology came with the introduc
tion of the casset.t.e tape, ca.using 8-track to lose in popularity. EX8lnpies of improvements ill
video tedmology are the Video Home System (VHS) and I3etamax tapes, which succeeded
reel to reel video. Wheu VHS and ca,ssette tapes started becomill~ popular, low cost equip
ment that could play the media became popular, and many of those players came equipped
with recording mechauisllls.

With the advent of cheaper and more ea.'\ily available analog recording equipment, it
was fairly straight-forward to make a copy. Thus, bootleggill~ of audio and video st.arted
to occur. Bootlegging, also known as illegally copying or pira.ting, provided all alternative
method of obtaining material. 'While bootlegged media often sold for 1'iignificautly less than
officia.l versions, the quality degradatioll in analog recordings helped serve to limit piracy.

The quality of analog recordings deteriorates with each subsequent copy. An original ca.n
be copied, but each subsequent copy was only ahle to be copied a finite number of times
before the quality becaIne poor. The noticeable deterioration in the quality of bootlegged
material was part of the incentive to purcha"c;e the original.

Another issue that helped limit the amount of piracy wa.,; the requirement of a physical
distribution network. After the problems in producing bootlegs of analog media were reduced,
the next problem was to find an adequate distribution network. Since t.he bootleg was a
physical object, it needed a physical distribution network, such as distributors, vendors, and
buyers. The inherent problems in a physical network, such as analog duplication problems,
having a distribution network and buyers, and evading authorities, caused an analog piracy
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network to require significant resources and kept piracy low. With the advent of digital
media, most of these problems went away, as discussed nc:~..t.

In the 19805 and 19908 digital storage methods were introduced and quickly b(.'CaIlle more
popular than the existing analog technologies. The Compact Disc (CD) was introduced ill
1982 for audio and the Digital Versatile Disc (OVD) was introduced in 1996 for video replaced
their analog counterparts. The move to digital media meant if someone had eqnipmcnt which
could read the encoded data, they could theoretically make a perfect copy of the disc. \¥hcn
the CD was introduced, there was no practical method of copying music CDs. It was feasible
to copy if one purchased CD recorders, not the kind found in computers, but the kind used
to press aluminum CDs. This machine would allow making 'bit-perfece copics l or copies
digitally indistinguishable from the original. The ability to do 'bit-perfect' copies means
copicH were no longer susceptible to quality IOHs found in analog media.

The powerful corporations which !'lold content on the digital media. realh:ed 'bit.-perfect l

copicH could be made, and saw bootlegs with 'bit-perfect' copies as a potential business
threat. Thus the basic forms of copy protection were introduced. ThelSc primitive forms of
copy protection were good first lueasures, but were often very e8.')ily defeated by bootleggers.
While the quality barrier was eliminated with digital media, additional barriers to piracy
included the exce~ive cost of purch8.')ing copying machines, which was on the order of a
million dollars, and the need to have a physical distribution network. The situation was
similar for DVDs, released in the US in May 1997, even though DVDs were introduced
almost 15 years later than the CD.

Intel Corporation's release of the Pentium Processor in 1993 made available an unprece
dented amount of computing power to home users. Tilis processor, and subsequent releases,
were powerful enough to perform file compression for audio files in real·time. Since desktop
computers were also shipping with CD drives, and eventually DVD drives, ncarly any home
user could insert a CD into their computer and copy it, assuming they had the necessary
software. These compressed formats made the file size an order of magnitude smaller while
retaining a level of sound quality that ncarly all people found acceptable.

At the same timc as high performance computers were becoming available to the average
consumer, storage devices were also making improvements. Without a sufficiently large
storage device, it was impractical for people to store uncompressl.'<i contcnt on a computer,
as there wa.'5 just not enough space for the media and the necessary files required to run t.he
computer. Recordable media, such as CD-R/RWs became more popular, allowing consumers
to copy content to CDs. The CD-R/RWs eventually gave way to DVD-R/RvVs, which allowed
significantly more content to be stored. With DVD-R/RWs, consumers could store more than
a dozcn ripped albull1lS on a single disc. Additionally, hard drive manufacturers were making
significant lcaps in technology, allowing the consumer to have unprecedented amounts of
storage spal.'C in their home computer. All of this additional storage space made it more
practical to store the large of amount of data in media on a coml>ut.er, thus lowering the
barrier to piracy.

AL thc sa.me time lStorage W'dS improving for the home computer, storage technology
for mobile devices wa:; also improving. Flash memory, a t.ype of memory cOlllIllonly found
among portable devices, was increasing in density, or the alllount of data per unit area, and
decreasing in size with each generation. While fta..'ih a.nd other mobile cnpacity was uot us
large as storage technology found on the desktoPl it was large enough that several hundred
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compressed audio files or a few video files could easily be stored. This opened up 1"1 market
for portable media devices) devices which were capable of storing media and portahle enough
to be carried by a person.

Aronnd the saillc time as storage technology was improving, Internet counectioH:-J im
proved significantly as bandwidth increa.sed and access to broadband connections increased.
Internet users were used to usiug dial-up connections, which used low bandwidt.h phone lines,
and were not very [&:it at transferring large files. Communications companieH begall rolling
ont higher bandwidth connections, SUdl a..~ Digital Subscriber Lincs (DSL) and cable modems.
These conucctions were significantly faster than their predecessor, phone modems; as a conse
quence) seuding large files took less time. People began to utilize hi~h bandwidth cOllllections
to distribute media and realized this type of network made it possible to distribute content
with an unprecedented amount of ease.

ProgTams such as Napster allowed anyone with an Internet connection to dowuload ll111:iic
[rmn anyone who shared mU::iic and was part of the Napst.er network. \iVith broadband
Internet connections, the hllI'dle of a physical distribution network wa.', eliminated. Since the
content W&:i digital) and high speed connections were becoming very comUlon, the barrier to
piracy wa.s significantly lower aBd the average consmner could quite easily become involved
in bootlegging music and video. People seemed to participate with very little concern over
the legality of their act.

Progranls snch a.." Napster, which allowed for easy content distribution over what is called
peer-to-peer nctworks (p2p) caught the t\t.tent.ioll of the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA) and Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA). These two organiza
tions becaIne inf1triated at the level of piracy which software such as Napst.er allowed. Dl1ring
the start of p2p networks, there was no way to stop people from distributing copyrighted
material and also no way to catch and punish those who did. The RIAA and MPAA started
to file lawsuits against some of the more common users of prOb'Tams such as Napster ill an
attempt to reduce the amouut of piracy. In addition) they) a..'i well fl.,'; other corporations,
started to determine the next generation of copy protcctioll schemes.

With the barriers to piracy significantly reduced, media companies decided it was time
to update their copy pro\,ection methods. The next generation of copy protect.ion is called
Digital Rights Management (DIlM). According t.o IBM Corporation,

Thc goal of DRM technology is to simply limit compatibility because things
that are cOlupatible can be copied and distributed freely. The majority of DRM
technology is aimed at. ensuring that people pay for products they might. otherwise
just make <.:opies of [56].

This view of DRM ma.y or may not be accurate) as we will explore later 011. In general,
DRM is

The umbrella term given to any electronic technology which enforces policie.s
pertaining to access of software) music, movies, data) and other digital and analog
content. In more technical terms) DRM handles the description, layering, analy
sis, valuation, trading and monitoring of the rights held over a digital work. In
t.he widest possible sense) the term refers to any such management [6G].
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DRM call be thought of as a::let of electronic locks for digital data (music, video, data).
It is a wrapper around the raw data [6J. For exalllple, DRM is the lock, and the lock is
protecting what is behind the door, in this case, digital data. The only people who call
legally access the cont.ent are those who possess "keys" which open the lock. Oue can possess
a key ill variOlls ways, and methods of possession can be legal or illegal, such as purchasing
a key from the distributor of the content or breaking the lock.

This paper discusses what DRM is, how it has come about, the positive and negative
aspeds of DRM, and why the reader should be concerned about DR:\1. This paper will try
to address the following questions with rcgardi:i to DRM:

I. Whllt is DRM?

2. \"'hat is the purpOi:ie of DRM"

3. \"'hy are large corporations in favor of DRM"

4. What effect docs DR!vI have on the end user experience?

5. How has the market reacted to technology with DRM included?

The next i:icetiOIl will discuss what DRM is and how is has evolved. Aher that, the
purPOi:iC of DRlvI and the effects of DR..M will be reviewed, as well as whether DRM is solving
the problem it W8."i introduced to solve. After that, all analysis of products containing DRM
will be presented and the market respouse to them. Next a discussion of current business
models using DRM will be presented. Lastly, the future of DRM will be presented given the
CUfnmt trends.
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Chapter 2

Background

This section will present <1 detailed background on Digital Rights Management (DRM). Dur
ing the detailed background, a complete definition of DRM will also be given. AdditionallYl
reasons for media producers introducing DRM will be presented, a..<; well as the goal of DRM.
This section will also explain why DRM is a policy choice set by the content distributors ami
not a particular implementation of technology.

2.1 What is Digital Rights Management?

Chapter 1 gives a very brief history of information copying. From Chapter 1 we learned
the most. general definition of l)IlM is any technology which enforces a policy that limits
reproduction of digital data. DRM can be contained in any media but has mostly been found
ill copyrighted material such as, but not limited to, electronic books (eUooks), nmsic (CDs
and most downloadable music), software, movies (DVDs), downloadahle television shows,
Hnd digital television broadcasts. For a DRM policy to work, it must be played through an
electronic device which supports the desired policies.

Any copyrighted material can be encapsulated in some form of DRM a..'i long as it is
digital in the first place. This mcans content such a..'i eBaoks, CDs, digital music, DVDs, and
software can be wrapped in some form of DRM.

According to Microsoft Corporation, DRM is defined as

Any technology used to protect the interests of O\vneni of content and ser
vices (such as copyright owners). Typically, authorized recipients or users must
acquire a licem;e in order to consume the protected material- files, music, movies
- according to the rights or bnsiuess rules set by the cOlltent owner [12].

It is important to note tha.t DRM alld copy protection are not synonymous. Copy pro*
tectioll is technology which prevents duplication of media, alld copy protcctioll methods have
improved over time as each implementation usually improves holes which were discovered
in previous implementations. Tt is important to note that a particular implementation of
copy protection is staLic. Copy protection is a subset of DR.l\1. DRM is a sei of rules which
gavel'll how content. can be used. While a particula.r rule of DRM wulc! be enforced hy copy
protection technologies, other rules such as limits on what and how many devices which are
allowccl to use content, and who is allowed to use content, are enforced by other t,echnologies.
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This makes DRM more of a policy choice than technology, and the policy being the ~ct

of rules governing the use of the content set forth by the owner, distributor, or whoever is ill
charge. Additionally, DRt\1 has been designed so it can be changed at any moment, a.8suming
the device is able to communicate with the central server. If the device is able to connect
to a central server, the policy could be changed at anytime for any rea.8on, whether it be to
loosen or tighten the rules governing the usc of content.

An example of a DRM policy would be the DiVX technology that was introduced by
Circuit City in the late 1990s. The DiVX discs initially were available for a pay.a...,,;-you-play
model, but when Circuit City realized their scheme was a unsuccessful, they reprog;rammed
the restrictions to be OpCII and removed any DRM locks.

During the early part of this decade (early 20008) DRM schemes became widely adopted
in artistic works, such as music and movies. For this rea.8on DRM ha..<; some a..<;sociation to
music aud movies, but it is important to uote that DR.M is not limited to just these products.
DRM is found in software, such as Microsoft Windows XP, Microsoft Office, Turbo-Tax, and
Adobe Photoshop. In Windows XP there is a tool which runs during installation to verify
the serial key used to install Windows is legitimate. This program can cause \Vindows to
refuse logills after a set period of time if illegal serial keys arc used. Micrm;oft Office also has
a similar feature, where the product must be "activated" within a set period of time; this
activation checks the serial key used during inst.all to verify authenticity.

2.2 Why has Digital Rights Management started?

Now that we nnderstand what DR.I\!I is, the next topic to explore is why content producers
and distributors feel a need to include DRM. To start, the modern entertainment industry
was born around the turn of the 20th century. The gramophone waS a new technology that
allowed playing music in the home, and silent movies were starting to become more popular
in theaters. Until the early 1980s music was distributed in analog forms, and until the mid
to latc 1990s movies were also distributed in analog fanm; [6].

The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) is an a..<;sociation that consists
of all the major music lahel companies. Of them, there are four which arc referred to as the
Big Four - SOlly-BMG, Time \Varner, Universal, and EMI a..<; they make up almost 80% of
the market. Most artists will end up signing with one of these major labels. The IUAA also
ends up controlling the price of music CDs, a..<; well as the amount record labels pay their
artists.

The impact of computers OIl the lIlusic industry has beeu very important for the last
twenty years. The main issues of concern to the RIAA are that with computers, it is very
(msy to mak(-) a perfect copy of a CD, as well a.8 compress the music, or encode that music, in
a much smaller format (MP3, Ogg, etc) that allows for ea.8Y t.ransmission over the Internet.
The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) has an almost, identical concern as
the RIAA, differing only in that video is distributed instead of audio, as similar tools allow
DVDs to be copied easily onto other DVDs or compressed and distributed fairly easily on
the Internet. Since the prevalence of high speed, highly powerful computers, encoding music
or movies has become trivial. In addition, the advent of broadband connections has made it
easier for one perSall to upload a song or movie and allow many (tens, hundreds, thousands)
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people to download a copy. The RIAA and MPAA see this as theft of their Intellectual
Property (IP), which they call piracy.

When using aualog ulL'dia, such as cassette tapes. it was still possihle to duplicate a
cassette and distribute it to a few friends. The problem with analog copies was that each
copy had a slight but noticeable loss iu quality, meaning after only a few copies it became
quite difficult to try and continue distributing copies as copies fell below a desired quality
level. Digir.a! forms of media allow for perfect copies, meaning there is no loss in quality if
copied oue time, one thousand times, or even one million timcs. Additionally, a. distribution
network was mmally very small, limited by the fact that a physical copy had to be pa.r;sed
from person to person. With 49.5 million people in the United Stales connecting to the
Inlernet with a broadband connection in 2001 [42], digital copies have the potential to be
distributed to a significuntly higher amoullt of peoplc than before.

Napster was a program that was very popular for pirating mllsic in the early part of this
decarle. Using Napster, a user connected to a central server was able to search for songs
shared by many (hundreds to thousands) of similar users. The program also facilitat.ed the
downloading of songs. In its peak, Napster had approximatcly 50 million users and had peak
downloads of 2.8 billion songs in a month [6].

Sin<:c Kapstcr shut.. dowll, other services came to replacc it. Some of the lIew alternatives
were similar to Napster, while others varied greatly, such as BitTorrent, Apple's i'I\mcs Store,
a new legal gcneration of Kapster, and Allof?vIP3.com. It is important to note that some of
these services are authorized by the RIAA, such as the new ~apster and Apple's iTl.mes
Storc, while others arc widely considered illegal such as downloading via BitTorrent and
AlIollvIP3.com [17].

The problem with downloading music or movies \vith software such as Napster is that it
is illegal uudcr the currcnt United States copyright laws. The law implies the music must be
purchased legally, allowing the artists to be compensated, but Napster did not have a means
to make purchases legal. US copyright laws do not. allow it, nor do the owners of the JP, the
RIAA/MPAA, and they consider this piracy. The response to the relative ease with which
content could be copied graduaJly led to more and morc sophisticated techniques to prevent
copying and distribnting content, These tcchniques are what is prcscntly considered DRM.
It is quite feasiblc that DRM conceived to help alleviate the piracy problem, although they
do not seem to be limiting thmnselvcs to just that lucthod.

Protecting IP is not something that was developed within thc last cemury. The purpose
of the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), which has cxistL'<.I since its creation in
the late 17005, is to help people protect their IP with patents and trademarks. The USPTO
defines a patent a.<;

A property right granted by thc Government of the United States of America
to an inventor to exclude others from making, using, offering for salc, or sclling
the invention throughout the United States or importing the invcntion into the
United States for a liulited time in excllauge for public disclosure of the inventiOll
when the pateut is granted [49].

Thus we can see patents are intended to protect the IP of the inventor and to encourage
development of new inventions by rewarding the initial inventor. Predat.ing the USPTO, onc
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can find evidence that the colonial governments in the Americas (16005) issued patents for
inventions Cl.'i far back as 1641 [39].

The RIAA ha.'i idcntified piracy as a huge problem. Directly on their website is a list of
categories for piracy:

• Pirate rccordin&'"S are the unauthori:tcd duplication of only the sOIUld of legitimate
rt.'Cordings, as opposed to all the packaging, Le. the original art, label, title, sequencing,
combination of titles etc. This includes mixed tapes and compilation CDs featuring
oue or more artists.

• Counterfeit recordings are unauthorized recordings of the prerecorded sound as well as
the unauthori;"ed duplication of original art\\-urk, label, trademark and packaging.

• Bootleg recordings (or undcrground recordings) are the unauthorized recordings of live
concerts, or musical broadcasts on radio or television.

• Online piracy is the unauthorized uploading of a copyrighted souud recording and
makiug it available to the public, or downloading a sonnd recording frolll an Internet
site, even if the recording isn't resold. Online piracy may now also include certain uses
of list-reaming" technologies from the lnternet[47].

The RlAA also publicly states part of their response to piracy on their website. The
RJAA says

The RIAA-assisted raids have dosed down hundreds of U.S. and overHeas
manufacturing and distributing operations, and significanUy reduced illegal CD
and cassette vending around the country [47].

Their response is not just limited to physical locations, but also involves a team on the
Internet. Their website says

III cyberspace, the RIAA's team of Internet Specialists, with the assistance of
a 24-hour automated web-crawler, helps to stop Internet sites that make illegal
recordings available 147].

Also, they say

Based 011 the Digital Millennium Copyright Act's (DMCA) expedited sub
poena provision, the RIAA sends out information subpoenas as part of an effort
to track and shut down repeat offenders and to deter to [sic] those hiding hehind
the perceived anonymity of the Intcrnet.[47]

While the RIAA website mentiolls what they are doing to combat piracy, there is no
direct mention of DRM at all. However, an example of their use of DRM is fouud in any song
purchased legally from an online mnsic store. The downloaded files always have some sort
of restrictions which limit tht: number of compnters they can be played on, which prO~nl.lllS

can be used to play them, as well as which portable devices, if any> arc capable of playback.
Perhaps the RIAA's most compelling reasOl! to fight piracy is due to the estimated revcnuc

loss. Regarding lost revenue, their website says
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Each year, the industry loses about $4.2 Dollars billion to piracy worldwide.
We estimate we lose millions of dollars a da.y to all forms of piracy [47J.

Losing a few billion dollars a year is a significant amount.. that will not be ignored by any
corporation. A search of the RIAA website docs not say how they rcached that number; for
now let us assume they in fact have some valid way of calC'ulating this value [47].
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Chapter 3

Examples of Digital Rights
Management

This section will explore some conunon household products which contain some form of DRM.
These products lllay be in your own home and used by you, or could be potentially relevant
to you in the ncar future. These common products, which may initially appear frcc of DRM,
may in fact have DRY! silently included but not presently enabled. Examples of such include
televisions, DVD players, computer software, and digital video recorders.

3.1 Broadcast Flag

To start, let us examine t.he format for the upcoming Digital Television (DTV) proposed by
the Federal Commuuications Commission (FCC). \¥hen the switch to DTV occurs in 2009, it
will affect nearly ever household in the United States. ''''hile it may not always be apparent,
there is more than just audio and video data in a DTV broadcast. One feature of DTV is
the Broadca."it Flag, which is a series of status bits that specify restrictions and preservatioll
of recording the content [19]. The extra data delivers policies which govern the use of the
content as set by the creator and distributor of the broadcast. This flag enforces a policy
which restricts saving content on disk drives, decides if recorded content should be of lower
quality than the original, determines the inability t.o skip commercials, or even the ability to
prevent content recording. In the United States, new television receivers and capture cards
were supposed to incorporate this standard by July 1, 2005, but a federal court ovefturnt.'(l
this ruling. Accordiug to the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), a US based non-profit
with the purpose of preserving free speech rights in the digital age, the FCC had lacked the
authority to force DRM into digital television tuners:

Originally, an FCC ruling made it illegal lIS of July 2005 to manufacture or
import DTV tuners unless they included DR.M technologies mandated by the
FCC. EFF and a coalition of libraries aud public interest. groups then sued to
overturn the ruling. In a unanimous decision, the DC Circuit Court of Appeals
concluded, as we had argued, that the FCC lacked authorit.y to regulate what
happens inside your TV or computer once it has received a broadcast signal [22J.
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Due to the work of the EFF, thiB tedmology is preHently Hot mandatory on all TV
capture cards. However it should be noted that while this ruling does not mean all tuner
cards MUST include the broadcast flag, it does not force manufacturers to produce cards
that lack support for the broadcast flag, meaning a manufacturer does not have change an
already exiBting desig,11.

3.2 i1unes Store

Music has been very popula.r in the digital age. There arc Bignificantly more portable digital
lllUSic players on the market than all forms of portable analog music players. While Apple
Computer only started selling TV shows online ill 200(), several companies, Apple included,
have been successfully selling music online for several years.

Music is very popular with everybody. KidB and young adults, specifically college kids
and teenagers, aTe big COllSlllllcrs of digital forms of music. One of the lllOSt popular music
download services is the i1\11les Store. Apple Computer Corporation's {runes Store currently
has over 70% of the PC-baHed digital music download market [43], and one can legally
purclHk'le and download music which contains restrictions in copying music. The iTuncs
software lets you usc downloaded songs in as many playlists, lists of songs for playback, as
yon wi,h [81-

According to Apple's website, one call do the followinr; with pun:hascd content:

Burn songs onto an unlimit.ed number of CDs for your persoual usc, sync
music to au uulimited number of iPods and play songs purchased from t.he iTullcs
Store on up to five Macs or vVindows PCs [8].

Searching further all their website, we find what specifically they mean by only being able
to play purchm,cd music on up to five computers:

Songs purcha8ed on the i1\mes Store can be copied to ,UI unlimited Humber
of computers. However, only five computers at a tinle can play your purchased
music. You can enable a computer to play your purcha.<;ed music by "authorizing"
it. You can rcmov~ a computer from the authorization list by 'tde~authori"ingH it.
Dc-authorizing your computer does not crase your music fil~s; it simply prevents
your purchased music from playing until you authorize that. computer again [9].

A few minutes spent on the popular search engine Googlc (www.google.com) for the string
'iTunes DRM l will show a series of pages regarding breaking the DRM in iTuncs files.

The iTuues Store is an example of a product where the DRr"I policy is implemented
entirely in software, meaning the restrictions could potentially change over time. However,
if the DRM policy was implemented in hardware, especially hardware which is in the hauds
of many consmuers, changes in policy would be difficult to make. The next cXfl.lllple entails
a system that enforces DRM in hardware.
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3.3 DVDs: Content Scrambling System and Region
Codes

The next technology containing DRM, Digital Versatile Discl:i (DVDs), call be found in most
homes in the United States. The authors of the DVD standard incorporated two methods to
help reduce piracy, the Region Coding scheme and the Content Scrambliug Systcm(CSS).

The idea behind region coding was to break up the world into eight regions as described
below and seen in figure 3.1:

• 0: Informal term meaning "playable in all regions"

• 1: BernnHla, Canada, United States and U.S. territories

• 2: The Middle Eru:;t, \i\!estern Europe, Central Europe, Egypt, Greenland, Japan,
Lesotho, South Africa and Swaziland

• 3: Sontheast Asia, Hong Kong, Macao, South Korea and Taiwan

• 4: Central America, the Caribbean, Mexico, Oceania, Sonth America

• 5: The rcst of Africa, Former Soviet Union, the IndiaJl subcontinent, Mougolia, North
Korea

• 6: Mainlaud China

• 7: Reserved for future use

• 8: International venues such a.c; aircraft, cruise ships

4,. ,.,

Figure 3.1: Map of DVD Region Code::;. Courtesy of Wikipedia [67].
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The idea behind the region coding ~cheme was to help reduce pinu:y by limiting the
number of countries in which a DVD can be played. For example, a person living ill the
United State~ who purcha.<;es a region 2 DVD from a bootleg vendor can not play the disc
(legally) at his house. However, this also has a drawback as a legally purchased DVO from
another region can not be played outside its intended region, unless the disc was made region
free. OVD players would Sce the disc marked as outside its allowed region and thus refuse to
play it l rendering the content llseless.

The next anti-pirncy system incorporated is CSS. CSS uses 40-bit cncryptioll to encode
the DVD media in order to make it difficult to decrypt and rip (extract from the disc) a.<;

compared to nOll-encrypted DVO media. \iVhen the DVD format debuted, conunercially
available software DVO players were available on Windows and Macintosh computers and
were being purcha.'led. Howeverl there were no OVO players for Linux-based computers which
could play the encrypted DVDs. In an attempt to play DVDs on Linux, Jon Johansen,
a teenager frOill Norway, aLtempted to break the CSS encryptiou. He successfully reverse
engineered the format and released a program called DeCSS. OeCSS unscrambled the content
and allowed one to view the data on a DVD without difficulty. Legally purchased DVD players
have code ::;imilar to DeCSS which is obtained by licensing from the MPAA.

3.4 Activation in computer software

The next example of DRM pertains to computer software and is potentially important to
anyone who uses or owns a personal compnter. Current computers contain many different
software programs frOlu llUlllY different sources. A llCW trend in computer software is to
include either a feature called product activation or install the software \vith all features
hut ouly allow use of certain featun:s which a server authorizes. In the first easel during
installation the software connects to the software rnakerls server OIl the Internet in order
to verify its authenticity, then allow the IIser of the software to proceed as normal if the
software is deemed to be legal, or shut out access if the copy is deemed to be illegal. For the
second ease, all the features of the software are installed, but each time the software is run
it connects to a ::;erver and only allows usc of features which are approved by the server.

According to Microsoft Corporationl the reason for including activation is:

• Why is Microsoft asking customers to activate their software?

Microsoft designed Product. Activation as a simple way to verify the soft.ware
license and thwart the spread of software piracy. People who usc illega.l
software not only hurt thmuselves, they also cOlltribute to a prohlelll that
cumulatively can hurt job creation locally and regionally in the software
industry and related businesses. Software piracy is an enormous drain on
the global economy, according to t.he 2000 BSA Software Piracy Report. The
report e:)timatcs worldwide losses in 2000 due to software piracy at almost
$12 billiou. Software piracy also ha., a significant impact on the high-tech
industry, resulting in lost jobs, decrea.'led innovation ami higher costs to
conSUlners.

• How will Microsoft Product Activation help thwart. piracy?
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Product Activation will help reduce casual copying by ensuring that the copy
of the software product being installed is legal and has been installed on a PC
in compliance with the End Uscr License AgrcemcIlt (EULA). Installations
beyond those allowed in the license agreement will fail to activate.

• Haven't companies tried to implement anti-piracy technologies before and
failed?

Anti-piracy technologies that have been used in the past have not been easy
for customers to use and were generally viewed as Iluacceptable by customers
and the industry. For example, some early PC products required specialized
hardware components or boot diskettes that were cumbersome for the user.
Product Activation is a breakthrough technology in that it makes activation
a natural part of setting up the software and avoids the pitfalls of anti-piracy
methods uscd in thc carly days of the PC industry.

• How does the customer benefit from this approach?
Over time, reduced piracy means that the software industry can invest more
in product development, quality and support. This ensures better products
and more innovation for customers. Ultimately, customers will benefit from
the economic impact of reduced piracy through more jobs and higher wages.
Customers will also receive the best value for their software investment by
being able to receive product updates and other product information. Prod
uct Activation also helps prevent unsllspecting customers from purchasing
counterfeit software. Customers who purchase counterfeit prodncts could
find they are missing key clements, such as user manuals, product keys, cer
tificates of authenticity and even software code. They may also find that the
cOlluterfeit software contains viruses or does not work as well a.c; the genuine
product. does [14].

From the above, it is cle<-1r that Microsoft Corporation's posit.ion on including product
activation is to help reduce piracy. From other parts OIl the www.microsoft.com website,
\ve see that a product has 30 days from install to be activated, otherwise the software will
automatically expire (the program will refuse to load).

Another prominent software company, Macrollledia, lulS the following to say about prod
uct act.ivation:

• Is product activation the same a.<; registration?
No. They are two separate procedures. Product activation is an anonymolls,
secure, hassle-free process that verifies the legitimacy of your product serial
number as well as deters the unlicensed use of Macromedia software. In
contrast, product registration is a voluntary process that cntitles you to
product updates aud special offers from Macromedia.

• What if I don't have an Internet connection?
You havc a 30-day trial period before you need to begin the activation of your
software by entering in your serial number. If your computer is temporarily
offline, you can still input your serial number and your software will run.
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Activation will automatically complete thc next timc you arc online auel you
launch your product. Once t.he product is activated, you do lIot need to be
connected to the Internet to use the product.

• ·What information is collected and transmitted in the product activation
process?
We collect the rnillimum information required to succcssfully verify the prod
uct license for each product iu::;tallation, which includes: the product serial
number, product name, product version, and language; the operating system
name, operating system ver::;ion, and language; and your computer's proces
sor and hard-disk type. This information is combined, cncrypted, and thcn
sent to Macromedia for verification. None of the collccted information can
be used to identify you or your individual hardware component::; in any way

[IOJ.

From Macromcdia's website, we become aware that the software has to be connected to
the Internet within 30 days of installation in order to complete the activation proc(~ss. Tn
addition, Macromedia only claims a few other pieces of infonnation are sent. to their servers,
such as computer configuraLion.

From this section, we sec major software companics claiming the use of activation software
will reduce piracy. Software crackers on the Internet have produced "hacks" to remove (l(;ti
vation within vlU"iolls pieces of software even though reverse engineering software to remove
this sort of function is illegal.

3.5 Digital Millennium Copyright Act and copyright
law

One law which essentially bans reverse engineering ill software is the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DMCA). It was pa.ssed ill 1998 and criminalizes reverse engineering and
distribution of any measures meant to circumvent copyright protection within the United
States [65]. This means anyone who attempts to reverse engineer <~ny of the DRM locks in
the US is subject 1.0 proseclltioll in the US. This law has been used by many corporations ill
order to prevent distribution of DRM breaking or related hr()(~king software, algorithms, or
source code, such a.C! the case with DcCSS. Originally, this hill was supported by the software
and. entertainment industries, but opposed by scientists, librarians, and those in academia for
fear of being too restrictive [21]. An interesting note is that while this law only pertains to the
United States, and does not apply to other countries, the role of copyright law internationally
is a major topic which is very important and out of the scope of this paper.

3.6 Trusted Computing

Trusted Computing (TC) is a dmnge in the way computer programs are run. The 1II0Velllcilt
is backed by software and hardware companies, and its goal is to make computers more secure
by lIsing only approved hardware and software. This is done by forcing only approved software
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to run only on approved hardware as an atteJnpt to reduce the possibility of malicious use.
There are provisions for including secure access with authorization to use specific resources
in the computer, allowing usc if the program is deemed authorized and locking the program
out if it is determined to be unauthorized. TC is backed by the Trusted Computing Group
(TCG). They claim the purpose of TC is to improve computer security, reduce malware and
viruses. and improve computers by only allowing authorized code to rUJI.

Trusted computing encompasses four key technology concepts, of which all
are required for a fully trust.ed system.

• Secure Input and Output

• Memory curtaining f Protected execution

• Sealed storage

• Remote attestation [29]

Details on how exactly these key concepts work can be found on the Trusted Computing
website, as well as in advanced computer science textbooks. Using the above methods sccms
to be an unusual way to improve security. It appears to take away control of the computer
frOlu the userfawner and place that in the hands of software makers, computer manufacturers,
hardware makers, and others who are lIot the owners of the computers.

The EFF describes in &'Teat detail why TC is dangerous. Their argumcnts can be fouud
in the publication "Trusted Computing: Promise and Risk", and are summarized below:

• Software interoperability and vcndor lock-in: A server could forcc users to use only
approved software if they wish to deal with a website or other server; unauthorized
software could simply be ignored; Lhis could force using only one vendor's software,
then allowing the vendor to have a virtual monopoly.

• DRM, forced upgTade~, forced downb'Tades, tethering: One thoughL for the move to TC
is to allow software to have DHM. Another thought is that forced llpgrade~, which would
be possible with Te, may insert new features such as DRM into software, and force
users to obey certain policies. This could also tie a nser's computer to a parLicular
software or particular set of software for any given purpose, thus giving a vendor a.
virtual monopoly.

• Computer owner as adversary?: The current guidelincs do allow for the execution of
policies against the wishes of the computer owner and operator. This means the owner
and operator lose control of their own machine [54].

3.7 Electronic Books

Electronic Book~ (eBooks) are digital forms of books and lIlay contain DRM of some sorL.
WiLh a digital copy of n book, it would be feasible to easily distribute the copy to almost
anyonc without ensurillg the writer of the book rcceives proper compeHsation. In order to try
and combat piracy, the anthors of several cOook formats inserted some digital restrictions.
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TheHe restrictions include inability to copy the file, track readers and reading habits and send
them to a pllblisher~s server on the Internet, restricting how many times a document can be
opened (or read), and restricting printing [68].

eBooks do not seem to have gained to much popularity as of 2006 for any number of
reasons. Some Ilsers do not feel restrictions in the digital files arc justified nor outweigh the
benefits of having a digital copy. Some Ilsers feel a paper copy is more tangible, thus more
val\lable~ and can not agree to paying the same amount for a digital copy. Other users do
not want the hassle of having to use electronic devices in order to gain access to text they
have purcba..<;ed.

In 2005, worldwide cbook sales totaled roughly $12 million, compared to $31.6 billion in
sales of books in the US. Ebook sales grew by 23% from 2004 to 2005, but their total sales
is still barely a fraction of a percent compared to print books [20].

3.8 V-Chip

In the t.elevision sector, the V-Chip can be lIsed to block contellt from being displayed. The
V-Chip is an Integrated Circuit. (IC) that implements rules released by the FCC on the ability
to block the display of TV programming based on its rating. The TelecOIlUI111Uications Act of
1996 encouraged broadcasters to voluntarily establish a rating system [7]. Broadcast content
is now rat.ed, and these ratings call be seen in the top corner of the TV program, usually
for a few mOInent.s when the program starts. Based on these ratings, the V-Chip, found in
all TV sets manufactured after January 1, 2000, has the ability to prevent. the display of
cOIltcnt with certain rat.iugs. This system is intended to prevcut children from seeing cont.cnt
intended for matme viewers, such as violence, and sexually explicit content. The controls
are usually set by the owner of the TV ~ nsually aSHumed to be the parent of the child [7].

V-Chips in their current form appear to be a mild form of DRM. TV content is not
blocked unless the function is activated by the owner of the TV. From this section, we sec
that there is another form of DRM present significant numbers in mauy houses.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

The goal of my paper is to investigate, understand, and discuss malty questions regarding
DRM. The primary list of questions I will consider arc:

I. What is DRM?
The reader is presented with a complete definition of DRM in the first. and second
chapters of this paper. [11 addition, the third chapter presents some household products
which cOlltain DRM to emphasize how common DRM enabled products are.

2. Why has DR.M come about, and what is its purpose?
An overview of why DRM is in U~ is presented in the second chapter of this paper.
Additionally, the second chapter also summarizes the purpose of DRM, with chapter
five going into great detail on the purpooe of DRM as described by media corporations,
content distriblltions, consumers, and consumer advocacy groups.

3. What is the effect of DR.M on society and the end user expericnce?
The effect of DRM on society is prc::iented in the fifth chapter. The effcct. of DRM ou
the end user experience is ahm presented in the fifth chapter. Additionally, psychology
experiments will be presented to help fully lll1derstand the social and ethical behaviors
of individuals and society.

4. What is the corporate view on the purpose of DRM?
\Vhile chapter two gives an overview of what corporations view DRM as a solution for,
chapter five explores in detail what corporations fccl t.he purpose of DRM is. Addi
tionally, what. consumer advocacy groups say about DRM will be presented in order to
keep a balanced viewpoint.

5. Wllat effect docs DR.M have on piracy, and is it a viable anti-piracy measure for future
content distribution?
In order to explore whether DRM is successful in combatting piracy, it will be necessary
to sec if DRM has any effect on piracy. In order to answer t.his question, conSlUner
reaction to piracy will be presented, as well as opinions Oll whether DRM is successfully
combating piracy from corporations and consumer groups.
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6. How has the market. reacted to the introduction of DR_~1 enabled devices?
Chapter five will present how consumers have reacted to DR."t enabled devices. In order
to judge whether DH.:\'I is successful in combat.ing piracy, it is crucial to understand
why particular DRM enabled devices arc successful or considered failures.

7. Is there a successful bu.'iiness model for distributing copy-written mnterial where

• Artists are fairly compensated?

• Users have the freedom to do as t,hey wish with purdulScd lluttcria1?

Several different content distribution models will be present.ed during this analYf-iis. In
order to judge if a model is fair for artists and if users have enollg:lt freedolll, artist and
consumer reaction will be presented, and a judgement on which is best will be made.
Additionally, the author will present possible content distribution model for the future.

To answer these questions, the author will present. an unbiased description of the facts.
To be a.s accurate as possible, information gathering will be limited to only select, cnxlible
sources. Great care will be taken to ensure that any information obtained from the Internet
(\Vorld Wide \Veb) is from credible sourccs, not any website. A source can be deemed
credible if content is published by a well known professional society, such as the IEEE or by
a reputable newspaper. Also if a credible source cites another sonrce, that second source will
be considered to be <Tcdible.

Information will he gathered in a variety of forms. including hilt not Limited to reading
articles from Internet news sites such as CNET, exploring corporation's websites for perti
nent information, mId reading newspapers such as the \Vashington Post and USA Today.
Additionally, interviews with officials from corporations and school administration, slIch as
Benjamin Thompson, Associate Vice President for Information Technology & Associate Chief
Iufonnation Officer at Worcester Polytedmic Institute, will be conducted to obtain informa.
tion first hand. Lastly, papers and opinions of lawyers and conSIUller fl<lvocacy groups will
be presented in order to obtain a balanced viewpoint.

Along with presenting the informat.ion that has bl.'(:n collected, a detailed analysis will be
conducted. In the analysis, key observations and comments on what ha.'i been fonud shall he
made in order to fully understand the information. tIl addition, eriticism, praise, and lessons
learned will be given as appropriate. Lastly, the reader will be presented with the author's
extrapolaiion of what lIlay be the future of DRM.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Analysis

The purpose of this chapter is to find out what corporations feel about DR.M in their digital
products. Once the reasous arc given, an analysis will be presented, specifically whether the
consumer should trust what the corporations have to say. The social impact of DRM on
individuals and the impact of DRM on society will be presented, aided by les.."ions learned
from important psychological experiments. Additionally, more conSUlUer products with DRM
will be presented, along with the market response to these particular DRM enabled devices
and the lessons learned. Lastly, business models with DRM will be explored.

5.1 What is the purpose of DRM?

This section will try to nnderstand the purpose of DRM. First the views of the large corpo
rations backing DR.\.1 will be presented, then an analysis of their reasoning will be presented.
Additionally, the issue of trusting the corporations will be examined and solutions to exilSting
concerns will be proposed.

5.1.1 What do corporations think about DRM?

For Apple, the inclusion of their 'Fairplay' DRM was done in order for the RlAA to allow
Apple to sell music online. Fairplay is Apple's version of DRM, which they claim is fair
for the artist, record companies, and the consumer. Fairplay allows a purchased song to be
played on up to five computers, to be included in a playlist up to !iCven times, and to be
burned an unlimited number of times [9]. The absence of this DRM will prevent the RIAA
from licensing content to Apple for usc ill iTunes Store. The i'lllues Store is also a significant
iuvestment on Apple's part, and Apple would like to see a return on their investment either
through purdlase of music or purchase of hardware to play the music. The Fairplay DR.M also
keeps the iPod, Apple's digital music player, as the sole supported device of the ilunes Store.
Those who reverse engineer the DRM scheme or use tools which reverse engineer the DRM
scheme in order to use the media on another device could be subject to prosecution uuder the
DMCA. Users have found a way around the DRM protection by burning the audio to a CD,
thell ripping the CD and compressing the audio ru:; an MP3 (or other format) without ally of
the restrictions of Fairplay. Perhaps this suggests that Apple may not be too serious about
DRM as they allow such a loophole? Some thoughts are that Apple may have iucluded the
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DRM scheme to appease the RIAA, that they may intentiollally have induclecl the loophole
for whatever reason and intend to tighten control later in time, or that Apple does not think
the Inarket will accept DRM without a loophole or reasonably convenient method around it
at present [73].

Other companies are ull\villing to deal with loophole~ in their products. Some cOlllpa~

nies are suing those who break a particular DRM scheme and try to profit from breaking
restrictioBs. For example, Lexmark corporation has used the DCMA in order to prevent
third parties from manufacturing ink cartridges for Lexmark printers. In a lawsuit filed in
December 2002, Lexmark claims that Stf1tic Control Components violated the DMCA by
selling its Smartek chips to companies that refill toner cartridges and undercut Lexmarkls
prices [40].

The company daims the Smartek chip mimics the authentication sequence
used b.y Lexmark chips and unlawfully tricks the print()r illto accepting an after~

!llarket cartridge. That "Circulllvents the technological measure that controls
access to the Toner Loading Program and the Printer Engine Program," the
complaint says. The Toner Loading Program checks toner levels in the cartridge,
and the Printer Engine Program controls operations such as paper feed and the
actual transfer of the dry ink to paper[10].

Section 1201 of the DMCA states that it is unlawful to circumvent technology that re
stricts access to copyrighted work, which Lexmark claims is broken by Smartek [40]. Unfor
tunately, this means reverse engineering for the sake of interoperability between companies
is not allowed.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), a dvilliberties group based in Srtn Francisco,
seeIUS to think that OMCA is meant for anti~competitive uses. Additionally, the EFF is
one of the chief critics of the DMCA. Cindy Cohn, an attorney at the Electronic franticI'
Foundation, expects more cases preventing interoperability like the one brought by Lexmark.
"We have long said that the DMCA's potential lise as an anticompetitive tool has been
great,'l Cohn ~aid. I'Now we're seeing it happen." [40]

The EFF is also crit.ical of DRM, saying DRM technologies may be used by copyright
owners to erode capabilities that had previollsly been permitted to t.he public by copyright
law under the "fair use" doctrine (or its cousins, such a,,; first sale or limit.ed term) [72]. It
that their view of DRM and the DMCA arc that they go hand in hand, where DRM contains
the eroding capabilities and the DMCA is a law which prevents crackiug DR11I to remove the
restrictions.

Microsoft Corporatioll l Oue of the largest software producers in the world, has included
activation in its recent products. From their website, they claim that their product activation
is:

An anti-piracy tedmology designed to verify that software products have been
legitimately licensed. This aims to reduce a form of piracy known llil casual
copying. Activation also helps protect against hard drive dOlling. Activation is
quick, ~il1lple, auel unobtrusive, and it protects your privacy [11].
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Thus, Microsoft claims that activation is intended to reduce piracy. Tllis could in fact be
accurate, W:i their Windows software is known to be pirated by many people, as well as their
Office software suite. Additionally, onc could argue that Microsoft has become so popular as
its prior version.s of .software did not havc anti·piracy measures while it.s competitor's products
did, and now Micro.soft is moving away from the model which made them successful.

According to Howard Stringer, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Sony Corporation
of America,

DRM allows us to tailor our copy protection to individual media, individual
content, and different types of devices. It allows content companies to create
new business models and allows consumers to choose the terms of usage whether
based on time, copying rights, type of media or other variables of consumption.
It should be easy for consumers to understand. And easy for them to lise [61].

The above statement is vague. It does not explicitly say that Sony's DRM is to prevent
piracy. It docs say that DRl'vl allows content companies to create new business models,
perhaps oues that usc the Internet for distribution in~i.cad of physical media. Also, Stringer
says consumers can choose the terms of usage they feel appropriate but does not mention
anything about the types of terms that may be available. This seems to indicate that the
chairman of Sony believes DR.~ will be a requirement for doing business in the digital age.

Universal Music, the World's largest music company [30J says it will use a digital lIlusic
format in order to allow for digital commerce, but it will use a DRM format that "will provide
protection for artists' rights." [30J What exactly is meant by Ilprou.'Ction for artists' rights"
is not clear, and that could range from freely allowing music to be distributed to restricting
or eliminating music distribution. From the statement, it seems Universal Music also feels
that DR.M is a key component of doing business in the digital a.ge.

5.1.2 Should we trust the corporations proposing DRM?

We begin by considering an example in which Sony Corporation violated the trust of the
consumer. Sony released CDs in the Fall of 2005 that contained !:Ioftware to play audio
contcllt on a c0l1!:1uIl1er 1s a PC. This software !:Iecl'etly contained a rootkit in addition to the
desired software. A rootkit is software which infects the operating !:Iystem and conceals its
existence from the user. Usually, a rootkit is inserted with a malicious intent. The following
clip from an online news site explains exactly what Sony's rootkit software docs.

Sony BMG Music Entertainment distributed a copy-protection scheme with
music CDs that secretly installed a rootkit on computers. This software tool is
run without your knowledge or consent if it's loaded ou your computer with
a CD, a hacker can gain and maintain access to your syl)"tem and you wouldn't
know it. The Sony code modifies Windows so you can't tell it's there, a process
called 'c1oaking' in the hacker world. It acts as spyware, surreptitiously scnding
information abollt you to Sony. And it can't be removed; trying to get rid of it
damage:; Windows [53].

From this excerpt, we see a massive invasion of privacy as the software modifies the Wiu
nows operating system without telling you. It secretly spys on you by gathering information
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about.. your musiC' habits and sends that information to Sony. vVhy docs Sony want your
music habits? Perhaps to target music advertising specifically for your taste, thus increasing
the chance yOIl willlllake a purchase. Further compounding the problem, the rootkit can not
be removed without damaging the operating system. The EFF has a list of the CDs infected
hy the rootkit. The EPr also provides a method to identify them [741·

Another example of abuse of trust from the media corporations is ou DVDs and the User
Operation Prohibition (VQP) nag. 'fhe oor flag was intended to prevent the user from
skipping parts of the DVD, with the intent to prevent <:opyright noticfls frolll being skipped.
Some DVD publishers have marked commercials (or previews) at the beginning of the disc
with the UOP flag, thus preventing them frolll being skipped. One example of such abuse
is fOllnd in the DVD for ~(The Sixth Sense". [70] This abuse of the VOP flag, using it to
force consumer!) to watch cOlllruereials or previews, instead of using the flag 8.8 intended, is
all egregiolls violation of the trust given to media companies by consumers.

Another example of mistrust from the corporations, again related to DVD!;, is that DVD
playback was not initially possible on Linux boxes. After a few years with no supported
playback software, people in the hacker community took it upon t.hemselves to write playback
software. They fIrst bad to break ess, which they successfully did with a program called
DeCSS. With DeCSS published, the last hurdle of DVD playback 011 Linux was removed,
and software for playback was produced. Playback of DVDs 011 Linux is something that
should be considered fair use, as the content was legally purchased but was not able to be
viewed. However, the RIAA response to the DcCSS algorithm was a series of lawsuits, suing
the author of the algorithm as well as those sites distributing the algorithm [64].

5.1.3 Does DRM have the potential for abuse?

~ow that we have explored thc corporation's views for the introduction of DnM, we should
examinc if it is possible to be too restrictive with DH.M. Is it possible that DRM has the
potential for abuse'!

The EPF, a major opponent of DRM, says "DRM t.echnologies may be used by copyright
owners to erode capabilities that had previously been permitt.ed to the public by copyright.
law under the "fair use" doctrine (or its cousins, such as first sale or limited termt [72].
Additionally the EFF says it seems unlikely that auy URM technology, or at least. one that
will be embraced by the copyright industries for their products, will be able to accommodate
the full range of fair usc [72). This means they fccl any DRM adopted by mainstream
companies will prohibit some of the fair lISC clauses that were accepted, such as resale aud
IlPing usable for a limited length of time.

The EFF also warns that the erosion of fair usc with DRM has the potential ramifications:

• A reduction in freedom of expression, to the extent DRM interferes with review, com
mentary, scholarship, and parody

• A reduction in innovatiou, to the c.xtent that DRM eliminates the reservoir of incentives
that spur <;olllpmlies to develop technologies that interact with copyrighted works

• A reduction in innovation, to the extent that DRM depends on legislative mandates
(whether in the form of the DMCA, n mandate from the Broadcast Protection Dis-
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cussion Group or the pending Hollings bill) that interfere with science and technology
development

• Au erosion of privacy, to the extcnt that OR.~ compromises user anonymity

• The "freezing" of fair use, to the extent that DRM systems will prevent courts froIU
evolving fair use ill response to new tedmologies

• Undermining archives, libraries, and others who store and preserve our cultural her
itage, to the extent DRM systems prevent free archiving of copyrighted content

• Lessened competition, to the extent that DR.M: systems prevent companies from engag
ing in legitimate reverse engineering of competitors' products. 172]

From a dcvelopment sta.ndpoint, if software such as i1unes is able to prevent downloading
musie to IlllLSic players other than iPods (via their FairPlay scheme), how difficult is to prevent
them from oue day preventing users from burning downloaded music to CDs? Currently, as
technology limits the Humber of computers which are allowed to play back the music, it would
be fairly crusy to prevent any computer from playing the media wit.hout an additional fcc,
such as a rencwal fee. What is to stop the inclusion of payment for cach time a file is accessed,
other than consumer revolt? Alternatively, what stops them from allowiug consumers to be
happy by not restricting the media they purcha5ed? At the moment, the media companicl:i
are happy getting rcvenue from consumers who purcha5e music. If the companics feel it is
financially beneficial to implement the aforem.entioncd restrictions, we may start to see them.

The artificial locks used by DRM could easily change if the device is able to connect to
the internet. DRM can change either to tighten control or to loosen coutrol, at the decision
of thc DR1",l authors. At present, therc is nothing to stop corporations from changing policies
at their own discretion, and to the surprise and detriment of the end user.

Another idea is based 011 Trusted Computing (TC). The only software that is authorized to
run is software that has been approved by the maker of the operating system or the hardware
manufacturer. The question is, what stops the approver from only approving software made
by that particular corporation, thus in turn crcating a virtual monopoly? Or, who maintains
oversight of what is approved so artificial vendor lock ill docs not occur?

The Sony rootkit incident is an example where the corporations have violated the trust
of the commlllcr. The affected CDs contained software whirl1misled the user as it contained
spyware while not stating its true purpose. Additionally, the fix from Sony to remove the
spyware from affected computers contained additional spyware. This leads the consumer to
be skeptical about motives of corporations, as the rootkit incident shows the corporations
can not be blindly trusted.

For consumers to fully trust the new OHM technologies proposed by corporations, thcre
must be a systcm of checks tliid balances to ensure abuse does not occur. Without a system
of oversight, the corporations could potentially abuse their power. Oversight would mean
changes in technology and policy are approved by an oversight group. Additionally, the
oversight group may reject changes that arc lUlrca5011able.

When the US goverument was formed, a series of checks and balances were put in place
to prevent anyone of the three braxlches of government from obtaining too much power.
Unfortunately, the current DRM schemes do not have any such checks or balances, thus
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theoretically corporations could do whatever they want. How can we ensure that corporations
who implement DRM do not abuse their power? How can consumers be sure they will lIot
be locked into a pmticulal' vendor'! How can anyone assure fairness with DRM? \Vithout
any oversight, how can consumers be sure they arc getting the product. for which they paid.

Opell source software inherently has oversight, as anyone can examine the source code.
However, closed software and closed technologies, such as DfuVl and Trusted Computing,
axe similar to a black box as the functionality is implemented hut the public can not look
iuside to examine how the functionality was implemented. Verification of functionality auel
proof that a black box docs what it states and nothing else can occur only if an independent
reviewer has access to the inside of the black box.

A system of oversight governed by the consumers would be required in order to protect
COllS\l1ners. Consumers can already vote with their wallets by pnrchasing content with DRM
that they deem acceptable. However, when all vendors offer sinlilar restrictions, consumers
have no choice. A system where the majority of consumers determine the restrictions on
upcoming media formats would be appropriate. This would allow consumers to contribute to
the development process of new technologies. A system of oversight would encourage hard
wa.re and softwa.re manufact.urers to fully disclose what their technologies do. Additionally,
consumers would be ensured that their privacy is not breached, security issues are mini
mil\ed and resolved in a timely manner, and that the consumer's trust is not. violated. Thus,
technology should either be open for the public to examine or there must he an oversight
group.

I3a..<;ed on the discussion above, it is entirely possible that DRM can be abused. The cre
at.ion of an oversight group to inspect lIew tedll1ologies and DRM policies would be beneficial
t.o the consumer and would help restore consumer's faith in the corporations. Now let us
examine whet.her DRM is primarily a method to reduce piracy.

5.1.4 Is DRM a reaction to piracy? If not, why is DRM included?

In a prior part of the paper we have discussed that some corporations publicly state the
inclusion of DRM and siulilar technologies is to combat piracy. This may in fact. be their
stance, but it is wise to explore if there may be an alternate re3..<;on for including DRM. Often
it. is one thing to state something publicly but another t.hing to actually remain true to the
words.

For exmnplc, in t.he Sony Rootkit ca..'>e mentioned previouslYl it is known that the rootkit
installed by Sony contained code to monitor users, then send t.hat data to Sony without
the user's consent. Why did Sony feel the need to monitor users? Did it feel users were
too inclined to pirat.e, thus felt the need to snoop on them? \Vhy did Sony not tell users
about this, instead of secretly installing the software'! Is the data sent to Sony stripped of
allY personal iufonnat.ioH, or GfUl Souy identify individual people? It il'i knowll that some
websites use cookies to track people's surfing habits, send that information to a server, then
produce ads targeted at the particular user. Was DRM and the rootkit really intended to
prevent piracy, or was the real int.ent 1..0 collect data, then try to target specific advertisements
towards users'! The above action seems to questioll whether DRM really wa.s nsed for anti
piracy measures or for something else.

Next, let us examine the motivations behind Trusted Compnting. On the Internet, spec-
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ulation for an ulterior motive for Trusted Computing can ca,."ily be founei. The EFF states
that even if third party software meets the specifications required by the TCG (Trusted
Computing Group), the software may not necessarily be allowed to run on the computers.
This would in effect crcnte a virtual monopoly by locking all third parties out. This reduces
freedom of choice, and in effect, would force the user to purchase all software from only the
approved vcndor(s). Due to virtual monopoly status, there would be no incentive to keep
prices on software low, thus allowing the corporations to price software artificially high due to
the suppression of competition. This in turn would mean huge amOUllts of revenue for Ii. few
years (until replaccment hardware without TCG became available) [54]. The TCG is already
using its tecllllology to help cellular phone carriers lock down phones. Por example, two
clauses ICDevice integrity" and ClSIMlockjdevice personalization", would prevent users from
being able to switch carriers without purcha..o;;ing a new phone. Two others clauses, "Platform
integrity" and usoftware use" a.llow a virtual monopoly on which software is allowed to run
on phones, thus making it impossible to use software not sanctioned by the carrier. The
EFF article about Trusted Computing goes on to list a few more potential risks, and can be
viewed at their website [54].

5.1.5 What do consumers think?

Next \ve examine COllsumer reaction to DRM. The first thought concerns Apple's i1\mes
Store. The restrictions in Fairplay may be reasonable to consumers, thus it may be olle
contributing reason a.." to why the i'I\mes Store is the most used digital music store. It
should be noted that the i1unes Store sales arc driven in part by the amount of iPods sold
and people wanting to use the service guaranteed to work with the iPod.

With regards to software activation by Microsoft Corporation, consumers have been quite
keen on using pirated versions of software which do not include activation. Patches can easily
he found on the Internet which disable the activation, and instructions on how to apply them
eRn also easily be found. Additionally, a search using t.he keywords l<W·indows uo-activation"
turns up dose to 10,000 results Oll Google's search engine, meaning people are actively po:;tiug
methods to circumvent the activation fonnd ill \-Vindow:;. This fihows that conSllmerfi, while
wanting to u:;e popular versions of software, do Bot want to deal with thc activation method
in that software, and arc taking measures to circumvent activation.

With regards to Circuit City's DiVX experiment, their competing format to DVDs, Cir
cuit City's format eventually was pulled. Consumers probably did not like the idea of having
to pay to watch the movies they purcl18Scd, even if the long term cost would be less than
purchasing the movie 011 the DVD format. Due to the lack of consumer interest and lack of
sales, Circuit City eventually had to cancel t.he format. In the end, Circuit City decided to
allow all the DiVX content to be viewed anytime for no cost.

5.2 What is the effect of DRM on the end user expe
rience?

Next we will try to sec what effect the digital restrictions in DR-Nt may have 011 the end user
experience. From this we can start to learn whether DR-~1 will benefit or harm the end user.
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Advantages and Disadvantages

The main advantage of DRM is that DRM reduces piracy, and a reduction in piracy means
the USCI' ha..-; high quality, geuuine contem. According to the RIAA, reducing pimcy will
help the consumer as the RIAA has more money to pay artists, which in turn will bring in
new artists. Additionally, DRM removes the ambiguity on what is legal and illegal to do
with purchased content. Therefore, people would not have to worry about leuding music
to thcir friend and hoping Hot to get caught, a.s the DHJ\t1 would make it difficult, if not
impossible, for the other person to use the media. Thus, the usc of DR~vl would reduce
copyright infringement.

Some of the bad reasons for DRM are that it could force the end user to only use certain
ha.rdware to play certain media. We see this already with music from the i1unes Store only
being able to play on Apple's portable music players. DR1v1 could also embed instructions
to stop working after a period of time and only be allowed to work if new hardware was
purchased. This would lead to an artificial lock in to a manufacturer. Another bad. aspect
would be that DRM may prevent getting updates. DRM may force consumers to purcha..<;e a
new version of the software or media, where in the past a COUSlliller may have heml able to
get software updat.es for free or transcode their media to new formats.

Control of Access

A major reason the end user experience conld he affected (positively or negatively) is the
matter of who set.s the controls of the DR.M. The corporations want. to set. t.he rules, being
the producer of the content, while the user has no control over this. In effect, the user is
at the mercy of the corporations, as they would have no say in the controls of the content
they pmchased. With corporations setting the rules, there would need to be a system of
oversight. to make sure the media companies do not produce a virtual monopoly and eliminate
competition.

Will users be required to purchase new hardware to play content?

With any new media format, a new piece of hardware must be purchased in order to take
advantage of it, However, with DRM, some exist.ing components may need to he replaced
with new, DRM enabled versiolls. For example, a receiver that has some form of DRM
embedded in it may only allow cert.ain DRM formats to play on certain 'DRM approved'
speakers. A new format may force the purcha..'>e of new speakers just to playa Ilew format
just to satisfy the receiver. This example would force the user to pllI'chase a new set of
speakers prematllI'ely, in a sense the user would needlessly spend money, just to be complia.nt
with new restriction st.andards.

Another example concerns trusted computing, where the power leveraged by the COluputer
manufacturer may be used to prevent software made a.fter a certain date to be inst~l.lled or
function, thus forcin?; the purcha..')e of a new COlnpUl.er. Oftell times special DRM formats
have a special player associated with t.hem, but in order to be accepted by the market they
may include support for similar or rivaling formats. III this case, a computer may shut off or
refuse to work after a certain date, preventing it from beillg used in a secondary role. Often
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times a collection of donated computers is used to set up an educational lab. DRM may
prcveut the~e computers from operating at their full, educational potential.

A third example is the High-Bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP) format pro
posed by Intel Corporation. This format would prevent computer JUoliitors that are not
approved to be rendered unahle to play certaill signals, but not because of allY technical
limitations. It is likely that media with such restrictions in it may only play on an approved
list of video cards, potentially forcing the user to have to buy two or more Bew pieces of
equipment. The HDCr format dictates that high definition digital cOHtent will be reduced
to DVD quality if passed through non-HDCP outputs, and audio that is not passed through
HOCP outputs is reduced in quality. The idea is to preveut recording of the high definition,
high quality content in the intermediate stages. This would render the current high end,
expensive displays on the market useless as almost no devices on the market support this
standard [(;9].

Limiting the number of times a user can burn/copy/distribute content

Another reduction in the amount of freedom may come from being mtificially limited to the
mnnbcr of copies that can be made by media with DRM. Legally, people are allO\vcd to make
copies of purchased media for backup purposes, but the inclusion of DRM that prevents
copying could prevent this use which is protected under 'fair use t

•

Apple>s Fairplay already limits the number of times a song can be used ill a playlist,
but docs not limit the number of times a song can be burned to CD. Additionally, Fairplay
restricts the number of computers which are allowed to playa purchased song.

5.3 Impact of DRM on society

This next section describes the potential social impact that various restrictive technologies
would have on society. To start out> the discussion starts with software lieeuses, a very hot
topic in the computer industry.

5.3.1 Software Licenses

Soft\vare licenses are important a..'i they determine how people can use software, as well as
poteutially govern distribution of software. Currently a variety of software licenses exist,
ranging from being very restrictive to very opeu. An example of a very open license is the
Berkeley Software Distribution license (BSD) which essentially places all eontent under its
liceuse in the public domain [63]. Another popular liceuse is the GNU General Public License
(GPL), which grants the recipient of computer software the following freedoms:

• The freedom to fUn the program, for allY purpose.

• The freedom to study how the program works t and modify it (access to the source code
is a precondition for this).

• The freedom to redistribute copies.
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• The freedom to improve the program l and release the irnprovements to the public
(access to the source code is a precondition for this). [25]

In addition to being a softwa.re license, the GPL is also a. philosophy about sharing,
freedom

l
,tIld open access to the source code of <-1 program. The GPL allows one to do what

they want with the program and source code and relea."e improvements as they sce fit. This
licellse and the I3SD license allow for people to trade software without worries of breaking any
laws or infringing on allybody's copyrights. The numerous Linux hased operating systems
are a testament 1.0 how popular the ideas of the GPL are.

Ot..her licemi(~s, such fl..." licenses set up by commercial companies like Microsoft very clearly
prohibit sharing of software. Such sharing is seen as piracy by them and is subject to
prosecut..ion [15]. This B'leullS if your friend tomes over to sec your new software and likes
it, you cau not give him a copy without breaking the law. If the friend really wants a copy
of the software, yon could potentially he put in a difficult situatioIl l dcciding whether to
strain the friendship or make a copy, break the law, and hope not to get caught. This type
of distribution is prohibited as the software vendor docs not receive any payment for their
work.

GPLv3

The Free Software FoundatioIl , writers of the popular softw~1l'e license GNU Public License
(CPLL have made a provision in their third revision of the CPr. that addresses DRM. While
currently in its second <lraft l it has caused some commotion among the illdustry. For example,
take the followiHg excerpt:

Some countries have adopted laws prohibiting software that enables users to
escape from Digital Restrictions Management. DluVI is fundallleutally incompat
ible with t..he purpose of the GPL, which is to protect users' freedom; therefore,
the GPL cHsures that the software it covers will neither be subject to, nor subject
other works to, digital restrictions from which escape is forbidden [25].

While this docs not. directly mention the DMCA, it is clear drat the DMCA is indirectly
addressed by this statement. In section 1, paragraph 3, of the new version, GPLv3, says:

Complete Corresponding Source Code also includes any cncryption or autho
rization codes necessary to install and/or execute the source code of t.he work,
perhaps modified by you, in the recommended or principal context of use , such
that it.s functioning ill all circumstances is identical to that of the work, except
a.."i altered by your modifications. It also includes any decryption codes necessary
to access or uuseal the work's output [60].

This means that all information required to run the software must be included in t.he
source. For example, if a special key is needed to run or decrypt hardware l that key must
be provided in tlHl source code of the softwarc, otherwise the ~iOftwal'e is in violation of t.he
GPL [60]. The inclusion of the mechanism to circumvent any of the restrictions seems to
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somewhat defeat the purpose of inserting them in the first place. Software which is licensed
undcr thc GPLv3 can not bc used to create or insert DRY1 into products.

If the GPLv3 license is adopted by the open source community, this could have ma
jor impacts on current and future products which contain open source software. Products
which contain softwarc liccnsed. under the GPLv3 must either forgo the use of DR.Mo, or
usc alternative software. Additionally, open source software released under this liccnsc will
automatically be limited t.o use in devices which do not implement any form of DRM.

For example, if the opcn source software used in Tivo is released unde..! GPLv3, the
makers of Tivo would need to either forgo using DRM. If they chose to keep DRiVl, thcy
can not take advantage of any improvements in open source software that is licensed under
GPLv3. Additionally, there are various other consumer elecLronics which usc open source
software, such as cellula.r phones, personal digital a.'"isistants, and cameras. A switch to the
GPLv3 liceuse would make it IIlore difficult for these types of devices to include DRM. In
addition, GPLv3 software could not be used to develop or implement newer versions of DR.M
techuology.

5.3.2 DRM restrictions on the use of purchased material

Restrictions imposed by DRM could have an impact on current behavior of society. Currently,
if a friend wants to borrow a movie or CD, they arc able to borrow it as long as thc owner
is willing to loan it. Many times the friend ends up liking the media enough to go out. and
buy their own copy.

With the inclusion of DRM, only the owuer of the content ,....ould be allowed to play back
the media. Using the previous example, a friend could again borrow the content. but since
the friend is not the owner, the DR.i\II would prevent playback for the friend. Additionally,
if the DRM has some instructions to connect to a central server on t,he Internet, both t.he
owner and the frieud could bc reported a.'"i pirates ami be prosecuted.

Additionally, there arc Ca.'"ies where a backup legitimately needs to be made. With DRM,
a rc!:>trictioll Oil backups IlIay prevent this, thus angering the consumer who may wish t.o
protect against accidental loss or corruption.

Lastly, with the restrictions imposed by DRM, transcoding, the digital-to-digital conver
sion from olle format to another, could be stopped. Currently, a person who has purcha..<;cd
an alblUll on CD is ablc to rip the lImsic and convert it to MP3 for playback on their portable
digital music player, as well as store the album in a variety of other formats. Similarly, the
owner of an MP3 file could transcoded the audio file in any new audio codcc, such as Ogg
Vorbis, AAC, etc. 'With DRM, the restrictions would prevent the media file from being
trallscoded into different formats, eliminating the possibility of playhack of the file on differ
ent devices. The DR~[ would then make it easy for the media companies to charge consumers
to have a copy of the media in each format, such as one charge for use on the compnter,
oue charge for usc on a digital music player, and another charge for playback on a different
device such as a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA).

Thesc restrictions v."Ould impact society as thcy would prohibit behaviors which arc cur
rently permitted. If a content owner is the only person who can play back media, thcn
nobody else would he able to play back the media, not even friends or fwnily. This may
potentially reduce sales as content may get less exposure. Additionally, a copy for backup
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purposes could not be made, forcing consumers to potentially re-purchase or pirate content
they already had obtained. This could potentially anger consumers and also potentially in
erease piracy. LastlYl the restrictions on transcoding legally purchased content may prevent
new devices for content playback from gaining popularity, as less content would be available
for any particular device l potentially hurting innovation and lowering hardware companies.

5.3.3 Laws passed relating to DRM

This next section discusses laws that have been passed and rulings issued that are relevant
to DRM in the United States. The first ruling is regarding the Detamax Court case, where
the US Supreme Court eventually ruled time shifting of video is legal in the US.

Betamax Court Case

III the mid 1970s Univ<~rsal Studios and Disney Corporation became wary of video-recordings.
In 1976 they decided to sue Sony Corporation, makers of the Betamax video recording hard
ware. The claim was that the devices could potentially be used to for <.:Opyright infringement
and Sony wa.<; liable for any infringement committed by its purchasers. Many years of court
battles entailed culminated with a suprenw court ruling.

In 1984, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of Sony and determined home videot.aping to
he legal in the US since they had substantial non-infringing uscs. Additionally, the court
said ahout BeLamax ill particular:

The qlwstion is thus whether the Betaluax is capable of commercially signifi
cant non-infringing uses ... one potential use of the Betamax plainly satisfies this
standard, howcver it is understood: private, lloncommercial time-shifting in the
home. It does so both (A) because respondents have 110 right to prevent other
copyright holders from authorizing it for their programs, and (3) because the Dis
trict Court's factual findings reveal that even the unauthorized home time-shifting
of respondents' programs is legitimate fair use.... [16]

Thus, with this ruling, the court ruled in favor of Sony. It also said that private, non
commercial time-shifting of content is fair use. The Betamax format did not have DRM in
it, but the 1984 court ruling which emerged from Sony and Hollywood's battles set the stage
for later rulings.

DMCA

There arc no direct laws which indicate DRM is legal or illegal. However, the Digital Mil
lennium Copyright Act (DMCA) prohibits the reverse engineering of software. This lawl
while not passed specifically for DRM, has been used to help the corporations justify their
lawsuits. For example, the DMCA ha.") been used to stop the distribution of the DeCSS
algorithm, which allows copying of commercial DVDs, within the US, with hosts receiving
cease-anel-desist notices from lawyers.

This law prevents any legal reverse engineering of DRM, hardware, and algoritlllm" even
reverse engilleering for interoperability. With this law, companies IHC unablc to produce
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a prodnct which may operate with another company's product without using a published
specification. This law potentially stifles innovation as companies could potentially be sued
or shutdown.

FCC Ruling on broadcast flag

The broadcast flag is a bit (or series of bits) called a flag in a digital television (DTV) signal.
The purpose of thb flag is to specify whether the r:;tream is able to be passed to unauthorized
digital tuner hardware or copied by digital recorders, such as any personal video recorder. The
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) mandated the broadca..<;t Hag be incorporated in
all TV receivers ur:;ing the ATSC standard by July 1, 2005 [62]. However the DC Court of
Appeals overruled the mandate in May 2005, saying the FCC lacks the authority to try and
impose such a rule [57].

Is the United States forcing other countries to impose laws such as DMCA?

The United States may be r:;uggesting other companies impose laws similar to the DMCA in
order to gain economic benefitR. Laws which are similar to the DMCA now exist in part.s
of Europe (EU Copyright Directive), in Japan, and in Australia. According to the IEEE,
a professional r:;ociety for Electrical Engineers, nine more countries have been prcr:;surcd into
passing DMCA like laws as US trade negotiators say copyright change in other countries is
necessary to secure free trade pacts with the US. Additionally, a European body in charge of
defining the European Digital Television standard is mixing in content-protection schemes,
responding to pressure for Hollywood movie studior:; [38].

5.3.4 Educational Institution Responses to piracy

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) ha..<; reacted to RIAA lawsuits targeting students by
locking down their campus network. Any violation of the WPI Acceptable Use Policy (AU?)
is noted and the student notified and instructed to remove the copyrighted file. The Network
Operations (NctOps) staff, who arc in charge of Il'mintailling WPl's network, actively search
users shared folders and try to find copyrighted material [71]. Additionally, NetOps prohibits
any file-sharing with peer-to-pccr (p2p) software within the campus and outside the campus
since they have found most material on these networks violates the WPI AUP. Their stance
is to shut these fu:tivities down in order to protect students and the university from potential
lawsuits [71].

In 2003 the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) was issued a subpoena by the
RIAA for namer:; of students who were sending out copyrighted material on the Internet.
MIT's Vice President. for Information Systems James Bruce responded by saying the Family
Education Rights and Privacy Act (1974) prevents theln frOln disclosing these names except
under certain conditions. Regarding the special situations, he said "One of the situations
is when an educational institution is served with valid subpoenas." [52] La.stly he said that
MIT has been advised by their counsel that the RIAA subpoena did not comply with court
rules which apply to subpoenas, thus they would not honor it [52].
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5.3.5 Social and Ethical Relationships

The next sectiolls takeH a look into some ~ocial and ethical relationships amongst humans.
DRM may lead to some social problems, a<; the restrictions may interfere with the way humaus
normally act. For example, wit.h past formats a friend could ask a friend to horrow media,
do what he desired, then return it. With DRM, it may be Ilext to impossible for borrowed
content to be played by someone, as the DRM restrictions may prevent it. Additionally,
DRM may make it easier to catch those who lend content, and this would leave the friend ill
a confiict between being law abiding and trying to be social.

Stanford Prison Experiment

The 1971 St.anford Prison Experiment experiment is a famous psychology experiment which
took place at StaJlford University and simulated prison conditions. It showed how ordinary,
educated citiz(':lls wore capable of doing harmfnl things they would have never believed they
were capable of doing. Several people wore selected to be inmateH, and others were selected
to be guards and instructed to keep control of the prison without using violence.

Stanford Psychology Professor Philip himbardo recalls:

I had been conducting research for some years on deindividuation, vandalism
and dehumanization that illustrated the ea.<;e with which ordinary people could
be led to engage in anti-social aCLS by putting them ill situations where they felt
anonymous, or they could perceive of others in ways Lhat made them less than
human, as enemies or objects.

At the start of the experiment, guards' aggression towards the inmates was lninillml, but
quickly increased to the point where I;he experiment was called off after only five days; it was
originally planned to be a two-week experiment. To summarize, the findings of the experiment
were that there wa..'; some truth to demonstrate the impressionability and obediell(;C of people
when provided with a legitimizing ideology and social and institutional support [48]. In other
words, it seems that ordinary people are capable of being disobedient and extremely violent
when placed in a position of pO\1,'e1'.

PerhapH the finding that people may not behave a.'> expected when put in a position of
power has parallels in entertainment industry. It is possible that a few people in control arc
able 1..0 run several corporationH a,s they desire, and that desire might be to extract as much
revenue froIU the customer base. ReHtrictive technology such as DRM could be inlplemented
so media companies receive as IHlU:h revenue by forcing COllSllIIterS to purchase content as
many times as possible.

Milgram Experiment (Shock Treatment at Yale)

Another famous psychology experiment was the 1961 Milgram experiment at Yale University.
It tested people's obedience to authority when instructed to do something which may conflict
with their conscience. The experiment worked by having three peoplc, ill which the teacher
tried to teach a series of word pairs to the learner who is located ill ,1 separate room, and an
experimenter watdlillg the teacher. If the learner correctly learned a word pair l the teacher
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went on to the next word. If the answer was incorrect, the teacher would shock the learner,
wit.h the shock voltage increasing with each wrong answer. In reality, there were no shocks,
just tapes which would play in order to simulate a response to a shock [41].

After a series of increasingly intense shocks, the teacher would question the purpose of
tlie experiment and express a wish to stop. The experimenter instructed the teacher t.o
continue the experiment, and the teacher would continue, however the experiment stopped
after the teacher's fourth desire to stop. If the teacher did not express four desires to stop,
the experiment ended with the subject getting the maximlUll shock three times in a. row.
This experiment showed that ordinary people are willing to obey an authority who instructs
them to do something which may go against their conscience.

This conclusion could be dangerous, as it may mean the people running the media com
panies arc able to do what they desire while artists and consumers are too slow to express
their true thoughts. ConsulUerii may not iipeak out against technologies they feel are ina!>
propriate or a violation of their rights immediately, and it may be too late when they do
speak out. Consumers ma.y not realize they need to speak out immediately if they are against
a technology, especially if they feel their rights are being encroached.

Share music with friends?

Seeing the previous two experiments, one can start to wonder how this would lead to interac
tions among hUlnanii. Just to t.hink, if people feel DRM is bad, how much will people put up
with it? From the Milgram experiments, people teud to follow orders even if they go against
their conscience, which Gould bc bad as it Gould cause people to bc more closely follow the
law as corporations tell thcm what they can and can not do with the content they purchased.
If DRM turns out to be too rCf.>1:rictive and consumers decide to revolt, people may not be
vocal enough in their anti-OHM thoughts, and perhaps it would be too late before people
took action against DRM.

5.3.6 Social Behavior of People

The insertion of DRM would definitely make media lending difficult, as the owner of the
content may be scared of legal ramifications. Also, if the perSall actually receives the media,
they may have to break the DR..i\II, leaving that person open to prosecution if caught. The
thoughts of people may be such that they think just. a single violation of the copyright law
will result in prosecution, or the opposite, that they can pirate as much as they want and
never get puniiihed for breaking the law. Some people may be against pirating not for legal
reasons, hut because they feel it is wrong. Lastly, other people may feel that pirating content
is quite alright, and may not think anything of it when committing piracy.

It, would bt: incorrect to say nobody shares music with their friends. However, Hot every
body shares music either. Some people do, but the number who share music has Hot been
determined nor is it necessarily easy to determine. Before digital ll1tL'iic was conmlon, people
definitely did share their analog music, but it was tougher to share as a physical distribution
network was required. The difficulty of setting up a distribution network could be debated
as people often go visit friends, and thus could potentially bring media along with them.
We could speculate why people shared music, such as to spread the word about new, Uj>-
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coming artists, to show off new hardware they just purchased, to let a friend decided itbout
purchasing t he work, or eveu just because they waut to share music.

The inclusion of DRM could alter social behaviors since corporatiolls are telling consumers
it is bad to share. People have been sharing various items for various reasons, and sharing
media could potentially be beneficial. However, the inclusion of DRM to reduce sharing, with
the threat of prosecution, implies the corporations feel sharing is bad. COllsumers may start
to feel guilty when sharing media, and this feeling could potentially reduce sharing other
items.

5.4 Is DRM the solution to stop piracy?

This next section explores whether piracy is as big a problem as the media companies suggest
it is. Additionally, the idea of using DRM 8.'i a solutioll to piracy will be explored. To start
out, the thoughts 011 the DRM advocates arC presented, theu the thoughts of DRM oppollents
will be presented.

5.4.1 What DRM Advocates Say

This next section present what groups who arc for DRM have to say about DRM as the
solution to piracy. This group consists mainly of media corporations.

RIAA and MPAA's Thoughts

The RIAA says piracy is a big problem. From their website, the claim to lose about $4.2
Billion to piracy each year [47]. Their website also lists a variety of rea.'ions why piracy hurts
the consumers, retailers, record companies, IImsic pirates, ancl the artists. POl' example:

Record cOlUpauies lose. Eighty-five percent of recordings relca.'ied don't even
generate enough revenue to cover their costs. Record companies depend heavily
on the profitable fiftccn percent of recordings to subsidi:w the less profitable t.ypes
of music, to cover the costs of developing new artists, and to keep their businesses
operational. The thieves often don't focus on the eighty-fivc pcrceutj they go
straight to the top and steal the gold [47].

From t.hat excerpt, it seems that tlw record companies need some way to reduce piracy
in order to be able to cover the costs of bringing the music to the public. It is interesting to
note that nowhere on their site do they mention anything about DRM.

The movie counterpart to the RIAA, the MPAA, says the following about piracy:

Piracy is the single biggest threat to US Copyright industries ill movies, h01110
video, music, book publishing, periodicals, radio, television, video games and soft
ware. These Imlustries contribute to the US economy in job growth, contribntioH
to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Foreign sales and exports. III fact,
The US Motion PicLure Tndustry employs over 750,000 people nationwide, not to
mention the thousands of peripheral jobs that rely on the movie industry such &;

advertisiug to popcorn nmnufacturers [46].
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From their website, the MPAA seems to make a reasonable argument that piracy hurts
everybody, in particular the people who are employed directly and indirectly as a result of
this industry. Their main idea appears to be that if there was no piracy, there would be more
revenue generated, and thus more people could be employed at various points.

Another description of piracy is given as:

Piracy is theft, and pirates arc thieves, plain and simple. Downloading a movie
off of the Internet is the same as taking a DVD off a store shelf without paying
for it. Posting it on a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) service or an unuuthorihed website is
akin to giving illegal c:opics to millions of people [45j.

The MPAA says that downloading a movie is akin to stealing it from a store. The
moral and ethical issues regarding stealing from a store and downloading froUi a peer-to-peer
network is a major topic by itself. Some folks feci downloading content on P2P networks
is not akin to stealing as there is not physical media being stolen, such as walking into
a store and stealing a DVD or CD from the shelf. Others feel the high prices and low
perceived quality of the content arc justifications for downloading, while still others feel that
downloading content is ill fact akin to stealing a physical copy from a store. Downloading
from P2P networks is perhaps easier, as the requirements are a computer and an Intemct
connection, and the anonymity provided by the Intemet may make people feel less likely to
get caught than stealing from a store.

A part of the MPAA site h:. dedicated to what the MPAA claims it is doing to combat
piracy. In it, suggestions for using legal methods of obtaining movies arc given, such as
using nunes, NetfUx, and I31ockbustcr. An excerpt directly from their site says how copy
protection benefits the consumer:

Copy protection benefits consumers as well a.':i thc industry because without
thm;e safeguards, the industry would not be able to release their high-quality
digital content without the fear of wid<-:spread and rampant piracy. For instance,
with PPV, because of the copy protection, there is a level of assurance that the
movies won't be copied freely so movies can be offered at a very reasonable price
considering the cost of making the product 144].

Giving the benefits of copy protection is understandable, but the website is not giving
any morc specifics on copy protection, such as what type of copy protection is used. The
usc of DR.\if. in video and audio media is not mentioned at all, just the vague term copy
protection is used. The consumers are very unclear as to how they may be trying to adlieve
this copy protection. Additionally, they do not mcntion any reason for copy prott.'Ction other
than the reduction of piracy, which in turn will lower the cost to the consumer. However,
those consumers who do not agree with that argument may feel it is a.cceptable to pirate, as
they Illay feel the realion for copy protection is flawed and the media companies are wrong,
thus they protest by committing piracy and not paying for content. Their hopes may be that
instead of paying the companies to continue with a flawed model against piracy, if piracy gets
to a high level the companies will re-think their strategy against piracy and devise a better
strategy.
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DMCA

As mentioned in a previous part of this paper, the DMCA is a very tough law that essentially
prohibits the act; of reverse engineering or breaking any forms of copy protection. The MPAA,
while not explicitly stating they usc this law, seem to follow all approach that is consistent
with cxercisiug this law:

The motion pictl1rc industry has pursued those who distribute devices that
break copy protection in any format. While no technology has yet proven fool
proof, the industry cont.inues to implemeut protection technologies which f<:lisc
the threshold of difficulty and expense for the pirate and therefore help reduce
piracy [441.

Other examples of the DMCA being invoked are:

• III 1999, cease and desist letters were sent to people who hosted a copy of DeCSS on
their web!iitc in the United StatC!i [23].

• Lexmark trying to prcvcnt Static Control Components froIB selliug rcmanufactured
cartridges for Lexmark printers [40].

• IEEE revisiug its publishing requirements to make sure authors do not. violate DMCA,
llotentially alienating a portion of their contributors [31].

• White House Cyber Security Chief R.ichard Clarke called for DMCA reform, saying it
luu; hurt legitimatc computer research [24].

• In September 2000, SDMI (Sccure Digital MIISic Initiative) issued a challcnge to remove
watermarking intended to protect digital mnsic. A professor at Princeton University
took up the challeuge, successfully broke the scheme, but was barred from preHenting
the findings as SDMI threatened the team under the DCMA [24].

• The shutdown of the website FedExfumiture.collI by the FedEx Corporation in 2005,
accnsing the owncr of the site of infringing on FedEx's copyrights and trademarks, and
using the takedown provisions in the IJMCA to remove the website [2].

Software Corporation's Thoughts

Microsoft Corporation, the makers of the Windows Operating systenl, gives the folJowiug
reason for the need of DRM:

Digital media files can be ca."iily copied and distributed without allY reduction
ill quality. As a result, digital media files are being widely distributed on the
Internet today, through both fl.uthori7-ed and unauthorized distribution channels.
Piracy i~ a concern when sccllfity measures are not in placc to protcct content.
Digital rights managemcllt enable~ content providers to protect their content and
mailltaill control over di~tribution. Content provider~ can protect and manage
their rig-hts by creating licenses for each digital media file. Licellse registration
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procedures also give these companies important customer information. Such in
formation hclp::i cont.ent providers stay closer to their customers. Having a robust
DRM system in place ensures that a wide variety of the highest-quality audio and
video content is made available to consumers [13].

Microsoft seems to feel thut piracy is a concern and the way to combat it is by using DRM.
DRrvl, as they say, allows creat.ors to specify how each media file can have a separate license.
Additionally, they sccm to be in favor of having a registration processes, perhaps silllilar
to their Activation in several of their software products, as they claim it gives companies
important customer infonnation. 'What types of information do they get, and why would
they need customer information? Would they want to verify whether people who play the
content have in fact paid for it? Would they be interested in finding out what the ta,<:;te of
their cnstomers is, thcn targeting advertisements specifically for each customer? Would they
try to prosecute those who play content and have not legally obtained it?

5.4.2 What DRM Opponents Say

This next section presents what groups who are opposed to DRM have to say. The first
group, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is a non-profit group who says their goal is
to protcct people's digital rights.

Electronic Frontier Foundation

The EFF says t.hat DRM impinges on fair usc. They say fair use and DRt\·1 are opposites,
as fair use opens up new aveuucs of entertainment, while DR1\1 potentially restricts new
avenues. Currently, these new avenues are often found by a person who has an idea for a new
regarding content. implements it, tells people and others like the idea and also ,stan using it.
New industries are often found this way. DRM would potentially inhibit the use of digital
content for this sort of exploration, thus potentially hurting future industries. Additionally,
these new industries often help strengthen or improve already existing industries.

For example, Lhe advellt of MP3~ created a new industry in the late 1990s, luainly con
sisting of portable MP3 players and Internet music stores. It is possible that the desire to
download mnsic from digital music stores helped push sales of high speed Internet conncc·
tious, however there is no direct evidence that this is the case. Additionally, it can not be
difficult to imagine the amazing success of digital music stores as part of the reason for the
opening digital movie stores, as is the case with Apple opening up a movie section ou t.heir
iTunes Store. However, one could suggest that the technical means to distribute content
withont easily allowing piracy was not developed until recently, as current DRM methods
make it possible for media companies to open online stores and feel assured their content
safely distributed.

The EFF says the rcstri<:tions within the DRM will inhibit the growth of new industries,
as the copyright owner must deem the new industry acceptable rather than the consumer
[721. This could potentially inhibit the creativity of somcone who tinkers and aCCidently
comes lip with the next brilliant idea, as digital restrictions may inhibit that. However, the
motivation and desire to do new things with restricted content lIIay yield new industries as
well. In another paper, the EFF says DRM has many unintended effects. They say:
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• DMCA Chills Free Expression and Sdentific Research

• DMCA Jeopardizes Fair Usc

• DMCA Impedes Competition and Innovation

• DMCA Interfere::; with Computer Intru::;ion Law::; [24]

The paper goes on to explain each bullet in great detail, glVlllg various examples of
corporations threatening to and often filling lawsuits in order to get their way. More often
than not, the lawsuits end up stopping competition, hurting fair lise, and even iuterfering
with computer intrusion laws.

Free Software Foundation (FSF)

As mentioned in section 5.3.2, the Free Software .Foundation's newest license, CrLv3, ad
dresses DRM. The license prohibits software from being used to develop or implement DRM,
meaning devices which desire to usc DfuvI would need to find alternate software.

5.4.3 Is DRM a good way to reduce the piracy problem?

It is difficult to say if 0 RM is a good way to reduce piracy. Allowing piracy could be beneficial
or detrimental for a C01l1pauy. it could be beneficial because little or no restrictions may make
it ea.sy to advertise a product. It could he detrimental if too much piracy sigllificantly reduces
profits.

For example, Microsoft Corporation initially released it software without any digital re
strictions or act.ivation. Consmners liked their software and were easily able to give it to
friends, and those reasons, among others, allowed Microsoft to become so dominant in the
softwlU"e industry. One could make a case that if Microsoft had inserted the same means of
digital restrictions 8..<; its competitors that it may not be as popular as they are currently
since consumers may have been les::; inclined to purchase it..

Another t.hought is that if consumers do not want to purchase the media, then DRM may
not be an effective countermeasure. For exmnple, if a per::;on has decided to download media,
then all they need is a search tool to find a copy of that media which someone has made
available. However, Cory Doctorow, a science fiction author and coeditor of the IlltcfIlet blog
tBoilig Doing', ment.ions the key point here is that the person has chosen to download the
song, not pnrcha.'l8 it, and no form of DRM could influence someone to purdJase iustead of
download. Doctrow goe::; so far as to say the only way DRM could stop him from downloading
IS:

• Every copy of the song circulated, from the recording studio to the record store, had
strong DRM on it.

• No analog to digital converters were <w"ailable to anyone, anywhere in world, who might
have all interest in breaking the DRM (since yon can just avoid the DR.M by making
taking the analog output off the player and re-digitizing the song in an open format).
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• Peer-t<rpeer networks ceased to exist.

• Search engines ceased to index file-sharing sites.

• No "small worlds" file-sharing tools were in circulation[18J.

A quick look at the numbers shows that total album sales fell 7.2% in 2004, from 666.7
million sales to 61 .9 million sales, according to Nielsen Sound'ican. One might recall that
2004 was the height of the RIAA's eellSe and desist letters. Additionally, CD sales (95% of
total album sales) fell 8.0% in 2004, from 651.1 million to 598.9 million. However, digital
track downloads were a different, story. They rose 150%, or to 352.7 million sales in 2004.
Overall music purcha.<jes, which include albums, singles, music videos, and digital downloads,
were up 22.7% and surpassed 1 hillion units [3].

Tn Oct.ober 2006, Brad Hunt, the Execut.ive Vice President and Chief Technology Officer
for the MPAA made the following statement: III understand that if we fnlstrate the consumer,
they will simply pirate the content." [10] He also ment.ioned that consumers are start.ing to
become frustrated at having to buy multiple copies of content for use with different devices,
and as a result are turning lnore towards piracy [26].

So, is DR.M a good solution to piracy? Perhaps it is not., as suggested by Brad. Hunt.
Prior to the restrictions, consumers were able to purcll8SC one copy of media and usc it 011

any device they desired. However, with DR.\1 preventing the open use of conteut, consumers
arc forced to either pirate content they already own or to purchase another copy for playback
on another device. Consumers do not think too highly of purchasing content multiple times,
thus are resorting to piracy [26].

5.4.4 Consumer sentiment about purchasing media

Many factors affect why consumers purchase music and video media. For example, a period
of an economic recession would expect fewer purd18ses to b<l made than a better ecouomic
yC}u·, as during a recession people may be more frugal with thcir moncy. Another factor
would be the perceived ql1ality of the content. If there wa.."i a year with IJa.rticularly few good
movie releases or album releases: then it may makes sense that conSl1111ers arc less likely
to purchase. A year with a series of blockbuster or very popular albullls would naturally
increase the ratings.

In addition, many would be movie goers are finding it less appealing to go to theaters
nowadays. Many consumers feel the price of tickets is quite high, in addition to feeling
concession prices are outrageous. Lastly, many consumers also have their own home theater
systems and many feel comfortable wait.ing until a DVD is released, rent it, and watch it
in the comfort of their own homes. They find the whole movie experience at home is much
better than at the local t.heater.

In addition to the above reasons, media sales may also be taking a hit due to rise of other
avenues of purchase. For example, CD sales may be down, but album sales via online stores
such as the i1unes Store may be higher than the loss the drop iu CD sales. It is interesting
to note that in 2003 and 2004 online music stores experienced phenomenal growth [3].
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5.5 Does DRM really stop piracy?

Let us examine whether or not the inclusion of DRM in new products has aetHally lowered
the piracy rate or not. In addition, let us examine S01ne of the current DRM schemes and
sec how effective they were.

DVD's CSS was broken, allows DVDs to be ripped

The flrst example of breaking the digital locks was done in order to play DVDs. The Content
Scrambling System 011 DVDs wa..,; broken by a teenager from Europe. The teen wanted to
play DVDs on Linux, something t.hat one would expect is fiue under fair usc, but the MPAA
felt otherwise. While the initial usc was legitimate, the breaking of the locks allowed for
people to write software to pirate the DVDs.

Software product activation often defeated

people on the Internet have been able to rever~e engineer almost all software to remove the
CD checb, thus HUlking this method cssent.ially useless for those who use the pirated copies.
Tn addition, some programs are available that can fool the program to thinking a mounted
disc image is actually the physical media from a CD-ROM drive. Again, a quiek search
with google using the format (:nalllc of software + crack" will yield several results on a.ny
particular piece of software.

Microsoft 's product activation for Windows XP and upcoming Windows Vista
broken

The next example deals with software from Microsoft. Recently, Microsoft's popular software
progmms have included product activation. Often times, beta releases of these programs
have been leaked to the hacker community via the Internet, which in turn has been able to
defeat the activatioH sdwmes. Often the hackers are able to break the scheme within days
of obtaining a copy of the software. To find specifics on I,hese cracks, a quick search with
google using "name of software + crack" will yield several results, ranging from instructions
on how to manually cra.ck and a.pply patdIes to links for torrents to download already cracked
versions of software.

CD Copy protection methods defeated

The next example discusses how copy protection 011 CDs has failed. Ovcr thc years, various
fonm; of copy protection have been introduced, and given time, have been broken. One
of many popular formats, Macrovision's SafeDisc, has constantly heen broken by common
software, such as CloneCD. As each version of SafeDisc is released, the writers of popular CD
copying software Hnaly;;;e the implementation and fairly quickly release an update which copies
the disc. Another fonnat, SccuRom, is used for software copy protection, but occasionally
used for music CDs. The most iuwL"ive method used for music CD copy protection was
surfaced in fall 2005 with Souy/DMC's rootkit fia...<;co which is mentioned in alLother portion
of this paper.
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iTunes Store copy restrictions broken

The next example is the music content purchased via Apple's popular iTuncs Store. .Jon
Lcch Johansen, the same Korwegian programmer who released DeCSS, WM able to break
the first iteration of Apple's DRM by paying careful at.tention to what files were written
whell a song was downloaded. Inspecting a particular key file led him to reven;e engineer
the encryption on iTuncs Store purchased content. Johansen then released a program called
PyMllsique, a utility to strip the DRM from the downloaded content. PyMusique works by
preventing i'I'uncs from applying the DRM, essentially allowing the user to make a copy of
the downloaded song. Apple responded by changing their iTuncs Store code, and Johansen
relca.'led an updated version to interface the Hew version of iTunes Store.

Rootkits

The SonyjI3MG rootkit fi~co caused quite a headache for the recording indllstry. This event
stnrted on October 31st, 2005 when Mark Russiuovich published details on his blog about
the :software contained on some Sony jBMG music CDs. His blog asserted the software was
illegal since it. installl.'<.I itself without user authorization, had flaws in software design that
contained security holes which could be used by viruses, and had no uninstall utility. The
public outcry from the computer literate crowd was quite high, and tinder the pressure, ony
released a utility which they claimed would rewove the rootkit component. Russinovich
analyzed the ut.ility and found the utility did not remove the rootkit, ouly masked it, and
installed additional software. Again, the outcry from the people on t.he Internet wa.'l high, SO

Sony released what they called a new and improved lUlinstall utility. Finally on :\ovcmber
15th, 2005, SonyjI3MG announced it. was backing out of its copy-protection scheme, issuing
a recall for affccted CDs, and offering consulllen; to exchange the affected CDs for versions
without the rootkit. The next day, November 16th 2005, US-Cert, part of the Department
of Homeland Security, issued an advisory on the SonyjBMG DRM saying the rootkit was a
sc(;urity thrcat to computers. In addition, they ~\lso stated some very wise common sense:

Do Bot install software from somces that yOll do Bot expect to contain soft
ware, such as an audio CD.

New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer found through h.is investigators that on 29th of
Novemher, 2005 many retail outlets were still selling the affected discs. Spitzer said

It is unacceptable that more than three \'leeks aft.er this serious vulnerability
was revealed, these same CDs are still on shelves, during the busiest shopping
days of the year. I strongly urge all retailers to heed the warnings issued about.
these products, pull them frolIl distribution immediately, and ship them back: to
Sony [37J.

The next day Massachusetts Attorney General issued a similar advisory, abo saying the
affected CDs were still available in Boston. In addition, numerous class action lawsuits have
been filed against SonyjBMG, such as on the 21st of November, 2005 when Texas Attorney
General Greg Abbot filed a class action lawsuit all behalf of the statc of Texas for illegal
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spyware [a2]. Also 011 the 21st of Novembers, EFF announced they were filing their own
lawsuit over the XCP and SunnComm MediaMax technologies. On December 20th 2005,
t.he New York tilnes stated Sony/I3MG accepted a proposed settlement where those who
purchased an XCP CD will be paid $7.50 per purchased recording and given the opportunity
to download a free album, or be able to download three additional albums from a slUall list
of recordings if they give up their cash incentive [35].

III summarYt this event caused a lot of bad publicity for Sony/BMG. It is still rather e..trly
to tell if this event has scared conSUlUers away from purchasing music CDs, but this evellt has
shown the industry is not a.s innocent as they may make themselves out to be. The media.
coverage and quick actions of some st.ark Attorney Generals show t.he right.s of the consumer
arc being defended in this case.

5.6 Examples of prior art using DRM

This next .':iection de::;cribes some of the more recent DRM technologies fouud ill consumer
products. Some of the products conta.ining these technologies have failed, while others have
been very successful. The products which have already been discussed in detail in prior
sections will be omitted.

DIVX

Digital Video Express (DIVX) was a format by Circuit City that attempted to create an
alternative to video rental. It was released in 1998 just in t.ime for the holiday season. The
consumer was expected to purchase a DIVX capahle DVD player, and to buy a DIVX disc
for a few dollars. Upon first playing, the disc would be playable for up to 48 hours. After
the initial 48 hours, the disc could only be played if the consumer paid a fcc.

The i<ka was similar to video rental and the format Wa.') technically qUitf) similar to DVD.
OIVX also featured an encryption technology called Triple DES to prevent copying. Upon
its relea..,;e, Internet forums and home theaier ceniric magazines called for a boycott of DIVX
and to use "OpenOVD" instead. Consumers did not like the idea of DIVX, and on June 16th
1999, Circuit City decided to discontilillC the format [36].

DVDs

When the DVD standard wa.." being finalized in the mid 1990s, movie studios were well aware
of the benefits of digital video qualit.y and the potential ease of piracy, especially since digiud
cont.ent. does not degrade ill quality with copies. To count.er t.his problem, engineers came lip
with a few solut.ions to help protect cont.ent.

The first anti-piracy solution was the Content Scrambling System (eSS). The descrmn
bling of the video stream requires two keys, one unique to the disk and the other unique t.o
the MPEG vid(~o file on disk. The keys are stored at the lead-ill area of the disk and call only
be acces::;ed by compliant drives. The engineers came up with two reasons for CSS: the first
t.o prevent byte-far-byte copies of the MPEG stream, and the other to force manufacturers
to make compliant drives as the video would not play on non-compliant drives. Tn order to
playa DVD, onc would have to obtain a license.
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The engineers realized that it would be possible to play the video and capture the analog
stream. Thus, ill order to prevent the capture of the analog stream, engineers used a second
system called the Analog Protection System (APS). It allows signals to be displayed on the
TV screen but unable to be recorded by VCRs as it tries to confuse the VCR's recording
heads. An interesting note it that the APS is not contained in the actual digital video stream
but is inflerted afterward by the OVD player.

Next, engincers studied piracy and found pirated videos to be produc(-:d in one part of
the world and exported to other countrics. Thus, region codes were inserted. The idea WR.';

that DVDs purchased in one region would not play in another rcgion, unle:;s of course, the
DVD wa:; set to be region free. This was meant to cut down 011 piracy by making it l1Iore
difficult. for DVDs from one area of the world to be played by folks in another region of the
world.

Other encryption methods were also implemented. The goal of the remaining methods was
to ellsure the secure transfer of keys from the DVD to the decoding device and to watermark
the stream. These methods would make it difficult for somcone to reverse engineer a OVD
player's hardware in order to capture the keys required for decrypted playback [4).

Video Game Consoles

Recently console makers have expanded from t.heir usual methods of copy prote<;tion OIl disc
to using newer schemes. Sony Computer Entertainment America has implemented what they
call the Dynamic ~etwork Authentication System(DNAS). \O\'hcll gaUl~ are played onlinc,
information abollt a user's hardware and software is sent to a central server for authentication,
copy protection I account blocking, game management, and ot.her purposes (IJ.

Flexplay

Flexplay is a name for a DVD format. which is time limited. It usually makes itself unplayable
after 48 hours. Once r,he package is opencd, oxygen reacts with part of the disk, evcntually
turning it black. The company that is marketing this type of disks is called Flexplay Tech
nologies. It. is capable of being played in any standard DVD player. The ta.rget audience
for ftexplay was for promotional types of events and other short tertIi uses and was hoped to
succeed where other tecllllologics such as orvx failed [34].

Steam system from Valve

Steam is the content delivery, digital rights management, multiplayer, and communications
platform developed by Valve Corporation for use with their Half-Life series of games. This
content management system is IlSed for a variety of rea.'iOns. \,yhen the user loads the game
for the first time, the Steam system authenticates the game. Additionally, every time the
game is loaded, Steam connects to the Valve servers alld checks for 1) updates, and applies
them automatically if needed, forcing the user to wait for updates to he applied, aud 2) CD
key is legitimate, warning and eventually disabling users who had invalid CD keys [27].
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eBooks

Electronic boob, called (,...books, arc digital forms of books wlIlmonly purchased in p<1pcr
form from ~tores. Depending 011 the publisher, these digital books may have restrietiolls in
them, slIch a.s limited or no printing allowed, viewing only on certain authori:.::ed devices,
which could be as few as one. The cost of e-books may also playa fa.cLor in its success, as
publishers are charging less for c-books, but not significantly less than paper versions. In
addition, mauy feci paper versions of books have more advautages, as you are not tied to a
device for viewing, can be signed by the author, and can reduce eye strain over time [75].

V-Chips

The last example, the V-Chip, is not DRM, but is an example of rights management. The
V-Chip is a term for the feature which block channels based on their ratings. All televisions
in sold in the United States since the year 2000 have V-Chips built into them. The rat.ings of
t.elevision shows in the United States is based on the TV Parental Guidclinef:i which went into
effect in the US ill 1997. This rating system classifies TV programs into various categories
based mainly Oll the language, violence and intended audience. The idea behind the V-Chip
is to "lIlow pa.rents the opportunity to block TV shows of ccrtain ratings which they deem
inappropriate for their children [7].

5.7 Market response to DRM

This section contains the market response to DRM in various products. This section will
discuss and analyr.c how the market ha.'l responded to various products that have been intro
duced with DllM. Thc products mentioued in this section are those which were introduced ill
the last section. In addition, this sectiou will also mention, but not analyze, other pot.ential
areas to research into.

orvx was cancelled

From Circuit City's DIVX format, sales wcrc very poor and forced Circuit City to eventually
discontinue the format. One possihle reason for this is that consumers may not have been
willing to choose a format which had viewing restrictions on it while another, quite similar
format did not have those restrictions. Other thoughts about consumer sentiments can be
summarized as follows:

• While DIVX discs casted $4.49 each, and were cheaper than buying a DVD, they were
more expensive than renting froIll a video store such as Blockbuster.

• Most DIVX movies only came in pan-and-scan formats and did not have allY extras.

• Select retailers carried DIVX discs, Circuit City and its part.ners, and they were not
opell very Jate.

• Half of the major movie studios supported the DIVX format, while all movie studios
~;upported DVD , meaning fewer titles were available for DIVX.
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• orvx was proprietary, meaning it was a defacto monopoly. Consumers may have bccn
unsure that if DIVX were to dominate that the retailers selling DIVX would set prices
without regards to competition.

• DIVX movies could be placed 011 moratorium by t.he movie company instantly. This
means a movie company could disable the movies for whatever reason.

While orvx media was cheaper than DVDs, viewing the content was restricted for the
first 48 hours after inserted ill the player. For any viewing after the initial 48 hour period I

the player recorded this, and passed the information along to a billing center which billed
accordingly. The DrVX format was released in time for the fall 1998 holiday season I but
was discontinued on June 16th, 1999 due to high cost of introduction SlId limited public
acceptance. This shows the DrVX format was not very well accepted, thus pulled frolll
market after less than a year of availabillty 1361.

Content Scrambling System cracked

Upon the release of DVDs, people realized t.here was no commercial support for DVD play
back OIl computers which did not run Microsoft's Windows or Apple's Macintosh operating
systems. Several groups of people 011 were quite upset that their particular systems were not
allowed to play DVDs, because playback software required the approval of the DVD man
ufacturers. In 1999, Jon Lech Johansen reverse engineered the CSS algorithm Slld released
a program called DeCSS, a progrSln which was capable of decrying DVDs encrypted using
CSS.

The respon:re to CSS being cracked was quite large all the Internet. People on the Internet
were waiting for a way to break the encryption for a few reasons, one being the ability La play
DVDs on Linux. One response to CSS being broken, which is hard to argue how true it is, is
that DVD sales increased as people were finally able to play them on any device with a DVD
reader. Another response was the all of sudden ava.i1abilit.y of DVD copying software. This
in turn probably led to more people purchasing DVD writers and DVD media, and arguably
more salcH of DVDH. From this, it seems if people are given the freedom to do what they
want with the cOlltent, at least to view on hardware they desire, then everybody wins ont It.':i

sales of DVDs increase.
An interesting note is, that under the DMCA, it is illegal to reverse engineer CSS for

playback on Linu..x, under the illegal to reverse engineer for iuteroperability clause, but it is
1I0t illegal to play decrypted DVDs 011 Lillnx [41·

Sony Rootkit embarrassment for Sony Corporation

Regarding the Sony/I3MG XCP Rootkit event of Fall 2005, it caused quite a bit of embar
r~slllent for Sony/BMG Corporation. It was a public relations nightmare 8.<; people learned
of the initial problem) learned the utility from Sony to fix the problem only made matters
worse, and had lawsuits filed. Since the problem was discovered in the latt.er portion of 2005,
it is difficult to tell if record sales for Sony/I3MG in 2005 were affected hy this. However,
events sud) a.'i this may have upset consumers, and possibly be part of the reason CD sales
arc dropping and stores using the Internet for distribution are doing well [32J.
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Librarians fearful of DRM

A recent BBC article stated that librarians in Britain are fearful of DRM. They dislike the
idea of DRM since they are fearful of being digitally locked out of content by the people
who control DRM. The librarians also ::;aid that DRM blocks out some of legitimate uses of
the coutent. Britain's copyright law allows libraries to give acceSs to, copy, and di::;t,ribute
items through a 'library clause' in the law's fair use section, but librarians arc fearful that
DRM will not allow them to use digital content in ways as they previollf;ly had llsed digital
and analog eontent. Libraries are also fearful that content will not be accessible in the long
term, for if the DRM key holder goes out of business or is hard to track down it would be
next to impossible to use the content. In addition, the digital locks do not go away when the
copyright period expires. So far, the libraries have voiced their concerns aBd formed a group
called Libraries and Archives Copyright Alliance (LACA) to review DRM [761.

Video Game consoles been 'hacked/madded' to run bootlegged games

Video game console makers have had their own piracy concerns. In order to combat piracy
of their video games, console makers have inserted their own forms of copy protection in
vidcogames, such a.s different methods of preventing ripping the discs. As a result of this,
modified or 'modded' consoles have appeared, mainly those with an additional chip to bypass
or disable sOllie of the locks built into the console. The success of game consoles ha.,; part.ly
been due t.o the ease of 'madding' of a console.

Reeent.ly, however, console nmkers have expanded from their usual methods of copy pro
tection by lIsing newer schemes. For example, Sony Cornputer Entm"tainmcmt America has
released an authentication method called Dynamic Network Authentication System (DNAS).
When games are played online, information about a user's hardware and soft.ware for anthen
tication, copy protection, account blocking, game management, and other purposes. Games
which are copied usually lack certain keys which are looked for hy the DNAS, t.hus causing
t,he server t.o disallow the user [1].

Flexplay not accepted

The next form of DRM that wru:; cOlnmercially a.vailahle and had not. been embraced by
consumers is FlcxPlay. FlexPlay is a type of DVD where the data is stored on content that
degrades over time, usually 48 hours. The tedlllology was thought to pick up where formats
such as DIVX failed. FlexPlay was laullched in August 2003 but so far has generated little
interest. from movie studios, video rental companies, and consumers [51]. If this format. is to
become popular, one could imagine t.he aIllOunt of extra wa.<;te this would generate, a.<; discs
outside the 48 hour usage period would be useless and thrown away. Since only the portion
of t.he disc which stores the content degrades over time, the remainder of the disc iH useless,
and this extra wa.ste would cause even more junk to be thrown into our landfills. From this,
the industry should have !em·ued a second time that time limited content is not what the
consumer wants. From this it is very dear that the consmner wants to he a.ble to purchase
media that. docs 1I0t ha.v(~ time restrictions, as they want to purchase it and not to worry
about it.



GPLv3 forbids use of its code for copy protection uses

The ne.xt topic deals with a software licensc from the Frce Software Foundation (FSF) version
called the GNU General Public License (GPL). The latest vcrsion, version 3, is ill its draft
stages, and clauses have been included which state code liccnsed under the GPLv3 can not.
be used to produce anything that contains DRM. This is the responsc of the Free Software
and Open Source Software (FOSS) community - a new software license that. will prohibit the
usc of its licensed code for DRM related purposes. OIle thing to note it this license will only
apply to cod(~ which is released under this lkense, and open source developers are free to
stick with the older version, GPL v2.

One possible ramification of the use of GPLv3 is that tools which usc DRM can not use
open source as a base. For cxample, let us say the Linux Kernel was to mig;ratc from GPLv2
to GPLv3. This would mean those versions of LintLx would not be legally usable in devices
which apply DRM. Devices such as Tivo, which use LiIl1Lx, would not be able to usc the
Linux kernel, thus would either be forced to find a new operating system or to strip DRM
from their product [55]. The migration to GPLv3 could potentially have a negative effect 011

corpomtiom:i that use Lillux in their products, a.<; they would probably have to find another
operating Hystem to W:ie. As of right now, there is not code released under the GPLv3, and
as so, it may be tough to predict how the lIu1I'ket will react.

Canadian record label pays for legal costs for one user against RIAA

In Canada, a major Canadian record company has hired a la"-'l'er for a man accused of
downloading music by the RIAA. The Nettwerk Music Group will pay for the defense of a
man naIlled in a suit filed in Texas. The CEO of the Nettwerk Music Group, Terry McBride,
said "Suing music fans is not the solution; it's the problem" about. the RIAA lawsuits.
Mc13ride, whose company represents artists such as Avril Lavigne, also said "Litigation is
not artist development. Litigation is a deterrent to creativity and passion aud it is hurting
the business I love. The current actions of the RIAA are not in my artist::;' best interests."
This shows thiH Canadian record label docs not agree with the RIAA's method of lawsuit::;
and feels unhappy by these actions [28].

Steam system from Valve

The Steanl system used by Valve corporations has had its share of likes and dislikes by users.
For many asers, they are indifferent. Ot.hers arc critical of Steam as Steam gamcs r<_'quire
a user to log in and authenticate at least once before the game call ever be played. Others
suspected Steam would migrate to a Pay-tcrPlay type of service, but the End User Licensc
Agreements (EULAs) of games do not state tltis, and altering the EULAs to allow this would
be illegal. Another criticism of steam is the forced auto-updating of games, as the game is
checked each time to see if it is up to date and all updated is forced if necessary [27].

eBooks

Electronic hooks are another place where DRM has beeu introduced. From their onset,
publishers had been wary about eBooks without DR~1 as they could, in theory, allow making
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infinitc copics of the mcdia. Some foans of DRM restrict printing the content, others restrict
the number of copies, and others restrict the particular hardware that can be used to view
the content. Overall, eI300ks have not caught on yet. Some people feci the cost of eBooks is
not justified ill; having a paper copy of a book is worth more. Others feel eBooks should not
be restricted in various ways, and others simply do not know cRooks exist.

In terms of sales, a total of 421,9,55 el300ks were sold in Ql 2004. Thc same period in
2003 saw 288,440 salcs. Ql 2004 Saw $3,233,220 in revenue compared to $2,516,469 in the
same qnarter 2003 [59]. Compared to book sales, these numbers look tiny, as book sales are
in the huudreds of millions of dollars. Ebook sales are climbing, hut not arc not nearly at
the levels which they were ~hought they would be at [5].

iTunes Store

The next example is the currently popular iThnes Store by Apple Computer. This system
includes DRM ill content that is purchased, but unlike other implementations of DRM, the
restrictions are not nearly as tight. For example, while a song is tied to a particular computer,
the owner can authorize up t.o 5 other computer~ that call access the content. In addition,
Apple a.llows the music files to be burned to a CD. Apple Computer calls this their Fairplay
DRM scheme, in otherwords, Apple allows lIsing the content in manners which they deem fair
[9]. Due to the va..<;t success of the iThnes Store, it seems reasonable to think consumers feel the
content is reasonably priced and the FairPlay DRM is rea..'ionahle. From this implementation
of DRM, we see that consumers may embracc a service with DRM if the consumer feels the
price of the content is reasonable and its restrictions arc reasonable. R.ecently Apple has
added movies and TV shows for sale on their iTunes Store. Disney movies, telcvisioll shows,
rtnd music videos are also available from the iTunes Store. The video files arc encapsulat.ed
in the same DR.M as the music files are, Fairplay [8].
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5.8 Business models using DRM

~cxt the author will examine some business models using DRM. ::\Ifodels which sell digital
content. will be summari7.ed, as wel1 as discussed for their practicality and success with
consumers. From this, we can see if there arc any important items for success in selling
content with DRM, as well as use some ideas to propose a better distribution method in a
fllrthcr section.

iTunes Store

The business Illodel of the iThnes Store is Ilot very complex. Accessing it, requires a computer,
au Internet connection, aud Apple's iThnes software. People can purchase individual ll1usic
tracks for $0.99, or $9.99 per album, TV shows for $1.99 per episode, and movies ranging
from 89.99 to $14.99, Since Apple was able to sign licensing agreements with the major
labels t.o agree to using their service, and also publicized this quite wcll, their music storc is
a success. Even with this success, it seems as if Apple only makes a few cents per download,
thus this model may not be lucrative by itself. However, Apple is probably making money au
the combination of IUllsic and irod sales, thus it can be called a successful model. Another
thing to note is this content store may be driving sales in other areas, snch as hardware. It
is tough to dra\I,' direct correlation between the popularity of the iThnes Store and Wad and
Apple Computer sales, but it would be tough to say the two are not related [43].

Old Napster, New Napster

The old apster is what started the whole P2P revolution. The first version of Napstcr
allowed anyone who connected to download any song any users had for no charge. The only
co..<;t of entry was a computcr, an Internet connection, and obtaining the Napster software.
After Kapster became popular, it caught the eyes of the band Mctallica and the RIAA, and
eventually was shut down in 2001 by thc RIAA. It was relaunched by Roxio Corporation in
2003 as a pay-per-download service.

The ncw version of Napstcr, Napster 2.0, ha.<; been Ollline since October 2003 and has
been selling songs, unlike ihe prior version which allowed downloads for free. Howcver, it
has not been as popular as iTunes, but has been able to sell some songs. Their new service
works by paying a monthly fee to have access to songs, which can also be purchased.. The
purchased songs can be downloaded and placed 011 devices, but will become unusable if the
subscription becomes terminated 133J.

AlIorMP3

Allofmp3.com is a music service from Russia where nsers pay for content brused on volume
of data downloaded, not per oong. This differs from other services, such a."i Apple's i1\lIu~s

hecanse users do not pay per song. The music files ean be downloaded ill a variety of bit
rates and compressed in a variety of codecs. All downloads arc DRM free, meaning nllIsic
cau be shared among computers easily. The legality of this service is also disputed - the
Russian Government says it is legal within Russia, but the legality in other countries, such
as the US, is disputl."Cl [17]. To complicate the legality of this site even further, the World
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Trade Org:anization has told Russia that this site could jeopardi7.(~ H,ussia's entry into the
WTO [171.

Cinemanow and World Cinema Online

CinemaNow and World Cinelua Online arc video distributioll webiiites which use Microsofes
Windows Media Format to encode the video. Doth companies allow the user to rent or
purcbase movie!;;. World Cinema Online is geared more towards illdepeudent film Hlakers,
while CinemaNow carries movies from Hollywood. Consumers Illay not like CillemaNow due
to its high price for movies, averaging $19, and SOllie reviewers report the quality is lIoticeably
less than DVDs [501.

Video on Demand

Video 011 demand (VOD) is fl. system where major cable providers allow Uiiers to select when
they want to view content. It appears to be the next generation of the pay-per-view services
offered by cable companies. It is bandwidth intensive, thus only major cable providers are
able to offer this at present. VOD systems either download the content to a set top box or
stn~am the content from the provider. The user is allowed to pause, rewind, and fast forward
through the video. At. the moment, the video can not be extracted from the set top boxes,
thus the concern of stealing thc contcnt has not materialized yet.

Steam system from Valve

Steam was developed by Valve corporation to allow users to download, update, use content,
and verify ownership of content. Initial versions of this system were very bUAAY, often not
working a.t all. Initially it was used to make patching games easier, as it allowed the game
to automatically update itself when it connected to the Internet instead of relying on the
user to find the patch and manually update the game. Next it was used by Valve to activate
games, starting with Half Life 2 in fall 2004. Valve requires purchasers of games to register
with the Ste~:l.ln service before being able play the game for the first time. Steam next
a.llowed the purchase of games via the Internet, where the game is downloaded from the
S1.emn servers to the nsers' computer. St.eam is also used to reduce the IllUllhcr of pirated
copies of games by checking authenticity at each login. Additionally, Stearn has logic to help
reduce cheating in online games using the Steam service (Stealn periodically scans meUlory
to check for commonly used cheat programs). Since its introduction, Steam ha..<; not been
the lnost stable nor most bug free. Steam ha.".i had problems periodically, such as the day
Half-Life 2 was released the SLeam SCI·vers were unreachable (possibly due to overloading).
Other problems have been with pre-ordering with credit cards, SteamlD reporting errors, and
random periods of downtime. It is tough to say how well this model is doing; it is generating
enough momentum that Valve has released gmnes other than Half-Life 2 via steam, but it is
a commonly griped about.. service aIllOllg gamel's [27].
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Conclusions

From the above mentioned business models of distributing digital content. we see there is
a successful model content distribution with DR:M. vVe see the legality content distribution
without DR..vI is questiona.ble in the US, and while certain stores may be legal in other
countries, their legality is disputed in the US. From the distribution methods Ibted, the
Steam system a.ppears to be a viable method for distributing software, although it is not
without its problems. Cable companies with large, high SIH.'Cd. networks are able to offer
Video Oll Demand services to customers 8.'3 they have the bandwidth requin..'CI. by such services.
From the two legal music stores, we see the n"Unes Store from Apple is more successful, 8.'3

its restrictions 1U0re relaxed than its competitor's. III additioIl, the i'I\lIles Store has the
resources of Apple behind it, meaning iPod sales a.nd marketing probably help drive sales.
From this, we can conclude that digital content with DRM can be successfully sold, given
the price is right '1nd restrictions are reasonable to the consumer.
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Chapter 6

Potentially Restrictive Technologies

This chapter will summarize different laws which have the potential to he restrictive in it

manner analogous t.o DRM. Detailed discussion of the following m'o out of the scope of this
paper, but these arc other important areas to consider. The discussion will be limited to
items which have not been discllssed in this paper already.

Patriot Act

Tlw USA PATRIOT ACT (Public Law 107~56) is short for "Uniting and Strengthening
America by Providing Appropriat(~ Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct TcrrorismH

Act of 2001 and is a controversial piece of Federal legislation in the United States. It is
aimed at helping government agencies find terrorists, but can also be viewed as a massive
invasion of privacy. Some clauses of this law allow for wiretaps without obtaining a warrant,
ability fol' govcrnrllcnt agencies t.o view library records, start of a foreign stIHlellt monitoring
program, etc. The powers given to the government could potentially infringe on the civil
liberties of citizens within the US, even if they are not guilty of any crime.

Wire Tapping

Soon after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, President Bush isslled a secret order
to the NSA to allow warrant-less wiretapping of people who may be suspected to be linked
with AI-Qaeda and other terror cells. The NSA was found to have surveyed people, some
of who were US citizens. This program was eventually ruled ullconstiiutioual by the courts
[581·

Limitations on exporting certain cryptographic related algorithms outside US

The USA has placed limits Oll (~xporting certain algoritluus outside of the US. At the end
of World War II, the US and its allies decided it may be militarily valuable to delly current
and potential enemies access to cryptographic technology developed by the US and its al
lies. Regulations and export laws established that cryptography beyond a certain strength,
strength beiug defined by the algorithm and key length, would not be licensed for export.
except 011 a ca.se by case basis. The idea is not to Inake it so difficult for our agencies t.o
decrypt other government's communications, especially those of our enemies using our own
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t(:dmology, while using the strong cryptographic algorithms for ourselves and making it tough
for ot.hers to decrypt out messages [38].
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The goals of this paper are to describe what DRM is, to determine the purpose of DRM,
to analyze what corporations think about DRM, and to analyze what effect DRM has OIl

piracy. Additionally we describe the effect of DRM on the end user experience and explore
the potential impact of DRM on societal norms. Observations of market response to products
which contain DRM are analyzed to help determine consumer sentiment and lessons learned.
LMLly we explore if DRM is a viahle method for future content. di!:itribution and propose a
sllccessful business luodel for distributing copywrittcn material.

Have I explained to the reader what DRM is?

The reader is presented with a detailed overview of what DllM is in the background sectioB
of this paper. Some history behind DRM has also been prc.sentcd. In additioIl l several past
and present consumer products with various forms of DRM have been presented to the reader
to help demonstrate how olUnipresent DRM is.

What is the overall effect of DRM?

It is clear that, DRM does not reduce piracy. III all attempt to reduce piracy, DRM iutroduces
restrictions that consumers do not want. The desire to obtain content without the restrictions
of DRM has caused piracy to increase. Some CO!lSUIllCrS do !lot feel their actions are in fact
piracy, fl." shown in section Ei.1.5. Consumers feel strongly that they should be able to do
what they desire with content, they have purchased. The DRM in content often hinders their
usage, which they feel is allowed under the definition of I'fair useH

, and thus sonte resort to
piracy to remove the DR.M.

The effect of DRM on the end user experience is that it limits the <llUOUllt of freedom
the user has with the purchased content. With DRM l fair usc is limited to what the content
authors and distributors feeb is fair l prevclltillg the user from being able to use the contcnt
in new, creative ways. For example, DRM in ebooks prevents the user from printing out
parts of the book, foreiug them to be tied to the device to read it, wlterea8 paper books cau
be read anywhere.

The effect of DRM on society has the potential to hurt consumers, sales, and innova.tioH.
With DRM, fair usc is restricted to what the corporations feci is fair use, and new businesses
arc not allowed to come up new methods for playing. For example, if DilM Oll COl) prevents
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them being ripped to computeni, this would probably have hindered the industries that have
grown due to music, such as online music stores, sales of portable devices, to some extent
the purchase of high speed Internet connections by home users, and even some purchases of
computers. The lack of tight restrictions allows users and corporations to cxperimeut with
content, developing new industries, and possibly forcing companies to become innovative in
order to survive.

What are the corporations views on DRM?

Corporations feel the need t.o insert ORM into their products to protect their Intellectual
Property (IP). Corporations feel the inclusion of DRM will reduce the number pirated copies
of their content, while increasing their revenue as more users purchase their product. Addi~

tionally, corporations feci the user is obligated to purchase the content each t.ime the format
changes. For example, record companies want you to purchase CDs, then purchase the same
content as MP3s, then purchase the same content as another forlllat, etc, instead of converting
the content from the CD to the format of your desire.

What affect does DRM have on piracy?

From the research performed for this paper, DfLVI does not sc.'Cm to directly reduce piracy.
It (:an be argued that it does the opposite, as consumers desire content that does not have
the artificial locks and allows them the freedom to do what they desire. Due to the lack of
evidence that DRM docs in fact reduce piracy, it is impossible to say DRM definitively does
reduce piracy. Since the purpo!)e of DR..M., as the corporations sec it, is to reduce piracy, and
there is no strong evidence showing DRM does in fact reduce piracy, it seems DR..M" is not
achieving its goal. As DR/vi is not doing what it was designed for, it seems that DRM is
unnecessary.

What is the impact of DRM on end user?

The effect of DRM on the end user is the end uscr has to accept DRM locks. Due to the
iudusion of restrictions, the end user is not allowed to do what he wants with the content,
even if it is legal under fair u!)e, such as time shifting of content. He can only do what
the content author feels is acceptable. Limiting what fair use is limits the creativity of end
users, potentially stifling new business models for future content use. Additionally, there is
currently no overseeing body to ensure the content creators do Hot abuse their power. Another
observation is that people have bccn actively setting out to break the DRM encryption on
almost all content, as people desire content which docs not have restrictions and lets them
do as they please and forgo the hassle introduced by the DR.M locks.

How past DRM technology has been accepted by the market?

From the examples presented in this paper, t.he market seems to reject products with DH....1\II
that consumers feel is too restrictive. It appears that if a product is too restrictive to the
consumer, the product will not sell. An interesting note is that usually a restrictive format
loses to a similar format which is less restrictive. Additionally, products containing DRM
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that consumers feci i:; not too restrictive have ended np being accepted by the nu\rkct 1 and
con:;ulllers either find tJlOse restrietions acceptable or are not affected by those restrictions.

However
1

software prodncts have not been rejected as often a..'i hardware and other media
formats containing DRM have been rejected. 'I'hi:; is possibly due to the fact that companie:;
who are selling software products have :;uch h'Teat share of the market that the companies
can use their position to force users to accept the DRM. DR.M has been inserted slowly in
software in such a way that consumers often do not realize the restrictions are present.

What are the possible ramifications of DRM?

Some possible ramifications of DRM are that new industries may be prevented from develop
inK due to the restrictions. This in turn truLy hinder creativity and hl1l't society as innovation
will he stifled and technology will stagnate. Additionally, social behaviors of people may be
altered by the restrictions imposed by DRM.

Is there a viable model for content distribution at all?

From the business models presented which contain DRM, the iTunes Store business model
seems to be the most successful. Ho\\rever, a DRM-free business model is preferred 1 a..'i it
would remove restrictions for the users. However, finding a good distribution method for
DRM-free media which is legal, compensates the artists, is low cost 1 and accepted by the
lIsers is a difficult task. At the moment, it appears DRM can be used successfully in the
cOIltent distribution area. An example of a very successful business model is the {funes Store
from Apple, a8 the iTuues Store has a significant share of the downloadable lUusic and video
markets.

Is there a distribution model that is fair?

Determining whether or not a distribution method is 'fair 1 is a tough tft..sk. 'What may be fair
to one groupl such as consumers, may seem unfair to other groups, such as media companies
and artists. At the moment 1 is appcars consumers find the iTuncs Store model the most fair
of the legal methods presented 1 ;-lS an overwhelming majority of digital music is purchased
through the iTl1lles Store. However, the i1\mes Store may be popular as a lIlorc 'fair' model
may not be developed as of yet. One re8..'ionable way to determine a 'fair1 distribll1,ion method
would be one where the consumerS 1 the artists, and the media companies all vote 011 several
different models and pick the one which makes the most groups happy, starting \\'ith the
consumers1 then the artists, and lastly the media companies. Additionally, periodic voting
would be necessary in order to account for advances in technology alHl differing desires by
aU parties.

Is DRM predisposed to failure?

In SOUle ways DR.M is predisposed to failure. Technology which is rc:;trictive and h8..'i an
alt.ernative which is similar with fewer restrictions will always have a difficult time being
accepted, as consumers will most likely use the less restrictive onc. However1 some DRM
seems to be acceptable, such 8..<'; the case with Apple's ra.irplaYl but then again the Fairplay
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OHM tcchnology has been reverse engineercd l so that may be why people arc accepting it.
In general, consumers like to have the freedom to do what they want with their purchased
mcdia.

7.1 One possible view of DRM in the year 2050

I predict that the corporations will include ORM in future products, slowly increasing the
restrictions until the consumer.; one day rcali7.e the restrictions are far too strict and reject
DRM. Consumers will be fed np with being told what to do by the corporations, will want
to regain control of their purchased contcnt, and form a new group to distribute content
directly from the artists to consumers. This will cause the current business model to erodc,
and the current corporations will be forced to adapt to the new means of distribution or lose
market share. I predict DR.~II will lead to the c.xtinction of the RlAA, which will be too slow
to adapt to changes in the digital age, and the replacement will he a distribution method
which is run by the artists and consumers.

Currently, there are many forces at work to dictate exactly what will happen. If the RlAA
become; too restrictive, then companies that make hardware to play music may start to suffer
as hardware sales would drop as nobody would be able to usc the devices. In response to
lackluster sales, and in an effort to get more sales, another company could be innovative and
offer music in a form which has fewer or no restrictions built into it. Alternatively, hardware
makers may provide devices with loopholes to gct around the restrictions. If consumers feci
this alternative is better, then it will become popular, and the innovative corporation will
become the dominant player in the content distribution industry while the older method
starts to suffer. The key thing to remember is that all companies involved are out to make
money, and if one starts to suffer, it will either die out or be forced to innovate and introduce
a better alternative.

Another thing to keep in mind is that consumers may 1I0t purchase coutent if the restric
tions nre too strict, as SOCII by some example:; of failed tedlllologies. Currently, the stmtegy
of the industry seelUs to be to slowly introduce the restrictions, and who knows what they
intend to do in the future. It is worth noting that if consumers feel the restrictions are too
strict thllt they will rcject the technology and not purchase the content. Thil:i in turn will
hurt the companies selling the products, as consumers voting with their wallets will hlll't cor
porations bottom lines, and thus force the corporations to try again ami release something
which is I~ restrictive.

Future content distribution method

As the current business models for content distribution may not he perfect, the author has
put thought into a potentially improved distribution method. I propose a possible future
content distribution method consisting of an online store with the following characteristics.
The online media will be available through a ccntral store at a reasonable price which will be
decided upon by the artists. Consumers will be allowed to vote whether or not the content
appears to be fairly priced, as well as the quality of the content and their overall satisfaction.
The online media store should be run by a group of people voted upon by the artistl'i and the
consumers to act fairly in cverybody's interests, and periodic voting will occur to ensure the
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artists and consumers arc happy with the leadership. AdditionallYt the store win try to find
a middle ground on price, quality, and other services where the COIHmmers and the artists
are both happy.

The media will be sold directly by the artists t eliminating the middle man. Content
distribution via the Internet will be aided with the help of a distributed downloading protocol,
perhaps a modified version of tbe BitTorrent protocol. The BitTorrent protocol breaks down
large filt'S into small chl.lllb, usually 25GkB 01' 512kB. People who upload these slllflll chunks
are called seeders, and people who download these arc called peers. Peers download the
fragllleuts in any order from various sources, and in the end when all chunk:-;; are downloaded,
the file tHl.Ilsfer is complete. The protocol is ':-;;mart' enough to choose the peer with the bc.'it
network counectiom; for the fragments that it is requesting. One way DitTorrent increases
overall efficiency is to reque5t chunks from seeders that arc the mo.."it rare, making most
fragments available widely across many machines and hopefully avoiding bottlenecks. A
content dh;tribution scheme centered around nitTorrent may ea.."iC the problems of handwidth
and distribution from a central server.

In addition to distribution via the Internet, hard copies of the media should be available
for people who do not have computer or Internet access. A mail order store would be
appropriate H.'i it would remain under the control of the gronp appointed by the artists and
consumers to run the online media store. However, esta.hlishment of Brick and Nlortar stOrc.,;
could happen if consumeN and artists agree on a method of mnning the stores.

This new group would understand the dangers of DRM, thus forbid any art.ificiallocks on
the content alld allow the consumer to do what they please with the wntcnt. The content
will be open to all, which means pirncy will be unavoidable, but the hope is cousumen; will
be OIl their hOllor to pay for content.

From this report, we sec that corpomtions feci DRM is a major part of digital content
as it allows the corporation to enforce policies which will prot.ect their Intellectnal Property.
This paper has shown that DRM doa,,; not directly reduce piracy, but, instead Iw.e; a tendency
to illcrea.<;c piracy as consumers desire content without digital restrictions. This finding, <\..'i

well as general awareness about DRM is important as it will affect everyone in the near
fl1 tlll'e.
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